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This is episode 5, out of a total 12, in the A Node.JS Holiday Season series from 
Mozilla’s Identity team. For this post, we bring the discussion back to scaling Node.JS 
applications.

How can you build a Node.JS application that keeps running, even under impossible 
load?

This post presents a technique and a library that implements that technique, all which 
is distilled into the following five lines of code:

var toobusy = require(‘toobusy’);
app.use(function(req, res, next) {
  if (toobusy()) res.send(503, “I’m busy right now, sorry.”);
  else next();
});

If your application is important to people, then it’s worth spending a moment thinking 
about disaster scenarios. These are the good kind of disasters where your project 
becomes the apple of social media’s eye and you go from ten thousand users a day to a 
million. With a bit of preparation you can build a service that can persevere during traffic 
bursts that exceed capacity by orders of magnitude. If you forego this preparation, 
then your service will become completely unusable at precisely the wrong time – when 
everyone is watching.

Another great reason to think about legitimate bursts traffic, is malicious bursts of 
traffic: the first step to mitigating DoS attacks is building servers that don’t melt.

To illustrate how applications with no considerations for burst behave, I built an 
application server with an HTTP API that consumes 5ms of processor time spread over 
five asynchronous function calls. By design, a single instance of this server is capable 
of handling 200 requests per second.

WHY BOTHER?

YOUR SERVER UNDER LOAD

“If your application is important 
to people, then it’s worth 

spending a moment thinking 
about disaster scenarios.”
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This roughly approximates a typical request handler that perhaps does some 
logging, interacts with the database, renders a template, and streams out the 
result. What follows is a graph of server latency and TCP errors as we linearly 
increase connection attempts:

Analysis of the data from this run tells a clear story:

This server is not responsive: At 6x maximum capacity (1200 requests/second) the 
server is hobbled with 40 seconds of average request latency.

These failures suck: With over 80% TCP failures and high latency, users will see a 
confusing failure after up to a minute of waiting.
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Next, I instrumented the same application with the code from the beginning of this 
post. This code causes the server to detect when load exceeds capacity and 
preemptively refuse requests. The following graph depicts the performance of this 
version of the server as we linearly increase connections attempts:

One thing not depicted on the graph is the volume of 503 (server too busy) responses 
returned during this run which steadily increases proportional to connection 
attempts. So what do we learn from this graph and the underlying data?

Preemptive limiting adds robustness: Under load that exceeds capacity by an 
order of magnitude the application continues to behave reasonably.

Success and Failure is fast: Average response time stays for the most part under 
10 seconds.

These failures don’t suck: With preemptive limiting we effectively convert 
slow clumsy failures (TCP timeouts), into fast deliberate failures (immediate 503 
responses).

FAILING GRACEFULLY
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To be clear, building a server that returns HTTP 503 responses (“server is too busy”), 
requires that your interface render a reasonable message to the user. Typically this 
is a pretty simple task, and should be familiar as it’s done by many popular sites.

node-toobusy is available on npm and github. After installation (npm install toobusy), 
simply require it:

var toobusy = require(‘toobusy’);

At the moment the library is included, it will begin actively monitoring the process, 
and will determine when the process is “too busy”. You can then check if the 
process is toobusy at key points in your application:

// The absolute first piece of middle-ware we would register, to block requests
// before we spend any time on them.
app.use(function(req, res, next) {
  // check if we’re toobusy() - note, this call is extremely fast, and returns
  // state that is cached at a fixed interval
  if (toobusy()) res.send(503, “I’m busy right now, sorry.”);
  else next();
});

This application of node-toobusy gives you a basic level of robustness at load, 
which you can tune and customize to fit the design of your application.

How do we reliably determine if a Node application is too busy?

This turns out to be more interesting that you might expect, especially when you 
consider that node-toobusy attempts to work for any node application out of the 
box. In order to understand the approach taken, let’s review some approaches that 
don’t work:

Looking at processor usage for the current process: We could use a number 
like that which you see in top – the percentage of time that the node process 
has been executing on the processor. Once we had a way of determining this, 
we could say usage above 90% is “too busy”. This approach fails when you have 
multiple processes on the machine that are consuming resources and there is not 
a full single processor available for your node application. In this scenario, your 

HOW TO USE IT

HOW IT WORKS
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application would never register as “too busy” and would fail terribly – in the way 
explained above.

Combining system load with current usage: To resolve this issue we could retrieve 
current system load as well and consider that in our “too busy” determination. We 
could take the system load and consider the number of available processing cores, 
and then determine what percentage of a processor is available for our node app! 
Very quickly this approach becomes complex, requires system specific extensions, 
and fails to take into account things like process priority.

What we want is a simpler solution that Just Works. This solution should conclude 
that the node.js process is too busy when it is unable to serve requests in a timely 
fashion – a criteria that is meaningful regardless of the details of other processes 
running on the server.

The approach taken by node-toobusy is to measure event loop lag. Recall that 
Node.JS is at its core an event loop. Work to be done is enqueued, and on each 
loop iteration is processed. As a node.js process becomes over-loaded, the queue 
grows and there is more work to be done than can be done. The degree to which 
a node.js process is overloaded can be understood by determining how long it 
takes a tiny bit of work to get through the event queue. The node-toobusy library 
provides libuv with a callback that should be invoked every 500 milliseconds. 
Subtracting 500ms from the actual time elapsed between invocations gives us a 
simple measure of event loop lag.

In short, node-toobusy measures event loop lag to determine how busy the host 
process is, which is a simple and robust technique that works regardless of whatever 
else is running on the host machine.

node-toobusy is very new library that makes it easy to build servers that don’t 
melt by measuring event loop lag: attempting to solve the general problem of 
determining if a node.js application is too busy. All of the test servers described 
here as well as the load generation tools used in the post are available on github.

At Mozilla we’re currently evaluating applying this approach to the Persona service, 
and expect to refine it as we learn. I look forward to your feedback – as a comment 
on this post, on the identity mailing list, or in github issues.

CURRENT STATE
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This was part five in a series with a total of 12 posts about Node.js. The previous 
ones are:

• Tracking Down Memory Leaks in Node.js
• Fully Loaded Node
• Using secure client-side sessions to build simple and scalable Node.JS applications
• Fantastic front-end performance Part 1 – Concatenate, Compress & Cache

PREVIOUS ARTICLES IN THE SERIES

Lloyd Hilaiel
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This article was originally published on January 16, 2013. You can read it here.

Gone are the days of using Flash and GIF images for creating animated graphics. It is 
time to show off some of the best CSS3 capabilities.

CSS3 transform has been there in the web for quite some time. Browsers like Mozilla, 
Google Chrome and Opera have full support for CSS3 2D and 3D transform techniques.

In this article you will learn:

1. CSS3 2D Transform Techniques
2. CSS3 3D Transform Techniques
3. What is a Perspective?
4. And many different transform functions

I have also prepared demos in which I will show you how to make:

1. A 3D Card Flip
2. A 3D Cube or a dice

The first question which might strike your mind is why do we need CSS3 transforms for 
animations and graphics? Well, the answer is very simple, faster web pages!

Yes, CSS animations are extremely light when compared with heavy GIF images and 
Flash content. And to add to it, Google does not rate Flash content highly in terms of 
SEO score. What if the animation used in your site was also read by robots and search 
engines? Wouldn’t that be an extra added feature from your SEO point of view?

INTRODUCTION

“Gone are the days of using 
Flash and GIF images for 

creating animated graphics.”
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CSS3 2D transform gives you more freedom to decorate and animate HTML 
components. You have even more features to decorate text and more animation 
options for decorating div elements. CSS3 2D transform contains some basic 
functions like below:

• translate()
• rotate()
• scale()
• skew()
• matrix()
• Translate

Using the translate() function, you can move the div and text from their original 
position to any x-y co-ordinate without affecting other HTML components. For 
example:

div{
    transform: translate(20px,20px);
}

The above code translates the div element 20px in x-direction and 20px in the 
y-direction.

UNDERSTANDING CSS3 2D TRANSFORM
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NOTE: x-y coordinates positioning in browsers is not same as used in geometry. A positive 
x value implies moving the object towards the right direction while a positive y value means 
moving it towards the bottom in y-direction. (0,0) co-ordinates refer to the top left corner of 
the browser.

For browsers like Opera, Chrome and older Firefox, you have to use –webkit-, 
-moz-, and –o- prefixes to the transform property. The CSS3 transform is not fully 
accepted by all browsers, but major browsers do support them with one of the 
above vendor provided prefixes.

The rotate transform function rotates a specified HTML element to a given degree. 
The rotation is clockwise and starts from 0deg to 360deg. The rotation is done in 
the x-y plane.

div{
    transform: rotate(30deg);
}

ROTATE
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As the name suggests, it scales the old div to the new size as specified. This scaling 
takes place in both x and y direction. You can control the amount of scaling by 
specifying values, as parameters, to scale() function.

div{
    transform: scale(2,4);
}

When a skew transform function is applied to an element, the element bends to a 
specified amount as provided in the parameters list. You have to specify the angle 
value for x-direction as well as for the y-direction.

div{
    transform: skew(30deg,20deg);
}

SCALE

SKEW
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The work of matrix transform function is to combine all the above 2D transform 
function into one property. The values are in the form of linear transformation 
matrix.

div{
    transform: matrix(1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0);
}

MATRIX
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Now that you have gone through the basic of 2D transformation, understanding 
3D transformation won’t be a difficult task for you. 3D transform includes Z-axis 
transformation of the HTML elements. We will go through each of the new properties 
used in 3D transformation.

• translate3d(<translation-value>, <translation-value>, 
<length>) : it defines a 3D translation. It takes three parameters x, y and z 
values. The z value specifies the translation in the Z-axis.

• translateZ(<length>) : To define the translation only in the Z-direction, use 
this transform function. It works similar to translateX() and translateY().

• scale3d(<number>, <number>, <number>) : This function does the scaling 
in all the three dimensions. It takes three parameters as sx, sy and sz. Each value 
defines scaling in the respective direction.

• scaleZ(<number>) : Just like the translate() function, we also have scaleZ() 
function which defines scaling only in one direction ie Z-direction. We also have 
scaleX() and scaleY() functions which also work similar to scaleZ() but in their 
respective directions.

• rotate3d(<number>, <number>, <number>, <angle>) : It rotates a 
single HTML element by the specified angle provided in the last parameter in 
the [tx, ty, tz] vector specified by the first three numbers.

• rotateX(<angle>), rotateY(<angle>) and rotateZ(<angle>) : take 
only a single angle value to rotate in the respective axis.

Note: rotate3d(1,0,0,30deg) is equal to rotateX(30deg), 
rotate3d(0,1,0,30deg) is equal to rotateY(30deg) and 
rotate3d(0,0,1,30deg) is equal to rotateZ(30deg).

The main part of the 3D Transform using CSS is the perspective. To activate a 3D 
space to make 3D transformation, you need to active it. This activation can be 
done in two ways as follows:

transform: perspective(500px);

CSS 3D TRANSFORM

PERSPECTIVE
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or

perspective: 500px;

The functional notation is used to activate a single element whereas the second 
notation is used to apply perspective to multiple elements at a same time.

This is another important property in the 3D space. It takes two values: preserve-
3d or flat. When the transform style value is preserve-3d then it tells the browser 
that the children element should also be positioned in the 3D space. On the other 
hand when the value of this property is flat, it indicates that children are present 
on the plane of the element itself.

In this section, we will try to learn how to activate the 3D space and apply 3D 
transform different functions as stated above. In the below program we will create 
a blue square figure and then rotate it by 30 degrees in Y axis.

HTML

<section id=”blue” class=”container”>
    <div></div>
</section>

CSS

/* styling a container of size 200px X 200px that will contain the object */
.container{
    width:200px;
    height:200px;
    margin:40px auto;
    position:relative;
}
/* activating the 3D space */
#blue{
    perspective: 600px;
}

TRANSFORM STYLE

LET’S START WORKING
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/* coloring the box and rotating it by 30 degrees in the 3D space */
#blue .box{
    background:blue;
    transform: rotateY(30deg);
    -moz- transform: rotateY(30deg);
    -webkit- transform: rotateY(30deg);
    -o- transform: rotateY(30deg);
}

Similarly you can apply different translate(), scale() and rotate() functions 
to the above figure and see how the figure orientation changes. I have given a 
screenshot below that shows a translateZ()  transformation.
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1) Card Flip
Now that we have understood the 2D and 3D transformation basics, we will make 
some practical demos and see how we can use them in day to day websites. I will 
show you how to make a card flip animation using CSS3 3D transform. The card has 
Apple’s logo on the front side and Samsung’s logo on the back, and when it flips it 
reveals SitePoint’s logo. Interesting isn’t?
 
HTML

<section class=”container”>
    <div id=”card”>
    <figure></figure>
    <figure></figure>
</div> </section>
<a href=”#”>flip it!</a>

CSS

/* Design container */
.container {
    width: 250px;
    height: 250px;
    position: relative;
    margin: 40px auto;
    border: 1px solid #999999;
    -webkit-perspective: 600px;
    -moz-perspective: 600px;
    -o-perspective: 600px;
    perspective: 600px;
}

CSS 3D TRANSFORM DEMOS
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The container is a square and each side measures 250px. We have also given margin 
to position the container to the center of the screen. To activate the 3D space we 
have also set the prospective property to 600px. As this is the main container I have 
set the background image as the SitePoint’s logo. Now, when the card flips, this 
background will be revealed.

CSS

/* styling card element */
#card {
    width: 100%;
    height: 100%;
    position: absolute;
    -webkit-transition: -webkit-transform 1s;
    -moz-transition: -moz-transform 1s;
    -o-transition: -o-transform 1s;
    transition: transform 1s;
    -webkit-transform-style: preserve-3d;
    -moz-transform-style: preserve-3d;
    -o-transform-style: preserve-3d;
    transform-style: preserve-3d;
}

Since height and width are set to 100%, the card div takes the dimensions of the 
parent container element. We have defined how long the transformation should take 
place with the transition property. It is set to 1s to animate the flipping for 1 second. 
The transform-style property makes sure that the children elements of this card div 
also have their 3D spaces activated. By default if the parent element’s 3D space is 
activated then only its direct children inherit the 3D activation. So in this example 
transform-style tells the children of the child div to inherit the 3D activation.

CSS

/* styling figure elements */
#card figure {
    display: block;
    height: 100%;
    width: 100%;
    position: absolute;
    margin:0px;
    -webkit-backface-visibility: hidden;
    -moz-backface-visibility: hidden;
    -o-backface-visibility: hidden;
    backface-visibility: hidden;
}
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We have set backface-visibility property as hidden so the card is opaque 
and not transparent. You can also try setting it to transparent and see what effect 
you get.

CSS

#card .front {
    background: url(‘apple.jpg’);
}
#card .back {
    background: url(‘samsung.jpg’);
    -webkit-transform: rotateY( 180deg );
    -moz-transform: rotateY( 180deg );
    -o-transform: rotateY( 180deg );
    transform: rotateY( 180deg );
}

We have used two images, apple.jpg and samsung.jpg, as the background of 
the front figure and back figure.

Now that we have almost set everything, we need another class called “flipped” 
and set the transform property. This class will be set dynamically on the client side 
using any client-side scripting. I have used jQuery in this case. The “flipped” class 
styles are set as below:

CSS

#card.flipped {
    -webkit-transform: rotateY( 180deg );
    -moz-transform: rotateY( 180deg );
    -o-transform: rotateY( 180deg );
    transform: rotateY( 180deg );
}

To run the animation, add an extra HTML link tag or a button and set the click 
event as follows:

jQuery Code

$(document).ready(function(){
    $(“a”).click(function(){
        $(“#card”).toggleClass(“flipped”);
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    });
});

As you can see, we have used the click property of the link and have set a callback 
function. The task of the function is to toggle the class of the card div to “flipped”.

Congrats! You’ve made the card flip animation. Go to the browser and see the 
animation. Wasn’t that easy? :)

Live Demo
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2) A 3D Rotating Cube
Let’s try something more complicated now. This time we will have six faces instead 
of only two. We will style each face, set them to proper orientation and finally 
animate. Each face of the cube will show the face number. 

HTML

<section class=”container”>
    <div id=”cube”>
        <figure>1</figure>
        <figure>2</figure>
        <figure>3</figure>
        <figure>4</figure>
        <figure>5</figure>
        <figure>6</figure>
    </div>
</section>
<a href=”#”>Rotate it!</a>
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Now we have the basic HTML structure of the cube. The main div, “cube” has six 
child “figure” elements for each side of the cube. Let’s start styling each of them.

CSS

/* First the container styles */
.container {
    width: 200px;
    height: 200px;
    position: relative;
    -webkit-perspective: 1000px;
    -moz-perspective: 1000px;
    -o-perspective: 1000px;
    perspective: 1000px;
    margin: 0 auto 40px;
    border: 1px solid #CCC;
}

Mark that we have activated the 3D space using the perspective property.

CSS

#cube {
    width: 100%;
    height: 100%;
    position: absolute;
    -webkit-transform-style: preserve-3d;
    -moz-transform-style: preserve-3d;
    -o-transform-style: preserve-3d;
    transform-style: preserve-3d;
    -webkit-transform: translateZ( -100px );
    -moz-transform: translateZ( -100px );
    -o-transform: translateZ( -100px );
    transform: translateZ( -100px );
    -webkit-transition: -webkit-transform 0.5s;
    -moz-transition: -moz-transform 0.5s;
    -o-transition: -o-transform 0.5s;
    transition: transform 0.5s;
}

For the cube, we have used the same preserve-3d to transform property as we did in 
the card flip example. One more thing which we did in this example was translating 
the whole cube -100px in the z-direction. Later in this example we will see that, the 
front facing side of the cube 100px in the z-direction is always translated 100px 
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to the front. So, in order to make the text appear hazy, we have moved the whole 
cube -100px back.

CSS

#cube figure {
    width: 196px;
    height: 196px;
    display: block;
    position: absolute;
    border: 2px solid black;
    line-height: 196px;
    font-size: 120px;
    font-weight: bold;
    color: white;
    text-align: center;
    margin:0px;
}

The above styles will set the general CSS of each side. They should be square in 
dimensions and have a black border of 2px.

CSS

/* Applying a unique color to each face */
#cube .front  { background: hsla(   0, 100%, 50%, 0.7 ); }
#cube .back   { background: hsla(  60, 100%, 50%, 0.7 ); }
#cube .right  { background: hsla( 120, 100%, 50%, 0.7 ); }
#cube .left   { background: hsla( 180, 100%, 50%, 0.7 ); }
#cube .top    { background: hsla( 240, 100%, 50%, 0.7 ); }
#cube .bottom { background: hsla( 300, 100%, 50%, 0.7 ); }

CSS

/* Giving the desired orientation to each side of the cube */
#cube .front  {
    -webkit-transform: rotateY(   0deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -moz-transform: rotateY(   0deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -o-transform: rotateY(   0deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    transform: rotateY(   0deg ) translateZ( 100px );
}
#cube .back   {
    -webkit-transform: rotateX( 180deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -moz-transform: rotateX( 180deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -o-transform: rotateX( 180deg ) translateZ( 100px );
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    transform: rotateX( 180deg ) translateZ( 100px );
}
#cube .right  {
    -webkit-transform: rotateY(  90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -moz-transform: rotateY(  90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -o-transform: rotateY(  90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    transform: rotateY(  90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
}
#cube .left   {
    -webkit-transform: rotateY( -90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -moz-transform: rotateY( -90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -o-transform: rotateY( -90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    transform: rotateY( -90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
}
#cube .top    {
    -webkit-transform: rotateX(  90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -moz-transform: rotateX(  90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -o-transform: rotateX(  90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    transform: rotateX(  90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
}
#cube .bottom {
    -webkit-transform: rotateX( -90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -moz-transform: rotateX( -90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    -o-transform: rotateX( -90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
    transform: rotateX( -90deg ) translateZ( 100px );
}

Now we have a 3D non-rotating cube ready with us. Finally we have to write 
transition style for each side which we will implement by applying right class using 
jQuery dynamically.

CSS

#cube.show-front  {
    -webkit-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(    0deg );
    -moz-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(    0deg );
    -o-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(    0deg );
    transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(    0deg );
}
#cube.show-back   {
    -webkit-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX( -180deg );
    -moz-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX( -180deg );
    -o-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX( -180deg );
    transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX( -180deg );
}
#cube.show-right  {
    -webkit-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(  -90deg );
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    -moz-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(  -90deg );
    -o-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(  -90deg );
    transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(  -90deg );
}
#cube.show-left   {
    -webkit-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(   90deg );
    -moz-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(   90deg );
    -o-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(   90deg );
    transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateY(   90deg );
}
#cube.show-top    {
    -webkit-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX(  -90deg );
    -moz-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX(  -90deg );
    -o-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX(  -90deg );
    transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX(  -90deg );
}
#cube.show-bottom {
    -webkit-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX(   90deg );
    -moz-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX(   90deg );
    -o-transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX(   90deg );
    transform: translateZ( -100px ) rotateX(   90deg );
}

Finally we are ready to write the callback function using jQuery. The callback will 
triggered once the “Rotate!” link is clicked.

jQuery

$(document).ready(function(){
    var ctr=0;
    var panel=””;
        $(“a”).click(function(){
            ctr++;
            if(ctr==1){
                $(“#cube”).toggleClass(“show-back”);
                $(“#cube”).removeClass(panel);
                panel=”show-back”;
            }
            if(ctr==2){
                $(“#cube”).toggleClass(“show-right”);
                $(“#cube”).removeClass(panel);
                panel=”show-right”;
            }
            if(ctr==3){
                $(“#cube”).toggleClass(“show-left”);
                $(“#cube”).removeClass(panel);
                panel=”show-left”;
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            }
            if(ctr==4){
                $(“#cube”).toggleClass(“show-top”);
                $(“#cube”).removeClass(panel); panel=”show-top”;
            }
            if(ctr==5){
                $(“#cube”).toggleClass(“show-bottom”);
                $(“#cube”).removeClass(panel);
                panel=”show-bottom”;
            }
            if(ctr==6){
                $(“#cube”).toggleClass(“show-front”);
                $(“#cube”).removeClass(panel);
                panel=”show-front”; ctr=0;
            }
        });
});

Live Demo
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Congrats! You have made it through this demo, too! I hope you have understood 
what CSS3 transform is and how we can use it in our websites to make animations.

Some of other possible implementations of CSS3 3D transform could be a slider, 
an image carousel, an animated image album like Google+ photo album, etc.

Syed Fazle Rahman
Computer Science Student

his blog
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As any good coder knows, often the best way to learn is by example, using code 
written by others as a guide. In this way, open source projects offer an especially good 
place to learn from the practices of others as they often deal with a number of complex 
issues and are frequently built and maintained by respected experts. Plus, learning 
techniques from open source project also has the side benefit of helping you become 
familiar with how that particular project works and, who knows, in the process you 
might even find yourself a contributor. One such open source project is the Brackets 
HTML, CSS and JavaScript code editor released by Adobe. In this post, we’ll examine 
some of the various coding techniques and frameworks used within Brackets as a way 
to examine what you could learn from digging into Brackets’ source code.

What makes Brackets interesting is that it is built with 
the very same technologies it edits - i.e. HTML, CSS and 
JavaScript. In fact, you can even edit Brackets with Brackets 
(it sounds so meta and makes me think of the scene in 
Being John Malkovich, where John Malkovich enters his 
own mind). Brackets is open source, licensed under the 
MIT license, and available on GitHub.

Brackets is also built to be extensible. Extensions for 
Brackets are, predictably, built with HTML, CSS and 

JavaScript. This means that if you are using the editor, you already have the skills to 
both help enhance the project but also to extend it with features you want to see. In 
fact, there are already quite a few community built extensions available.

You may have heard of Edge Code. Edge Code is essentially an Adobe branded 
release of Brackets that is also free via a free Adobe Creative Cloud subscription. Edge 
Code does have some small differences from Brackets at the moment, but the primary 
difference now and, more so, going forward will be integration with Adobe products 
and services. For instance, the initial preview release of Edge Code came bundled with 
an extension for Edge Web Fonts integration.

WHAT IS BRACKETS? EDGE CODE?

“...makes me think of the 
scene in Being John Malkovich, 

where John Malkovich enters 
his own mind”
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Before we can learn from looking into Brackets’ source code, we need to understand 
how Brackets is different from our own projects. While there is a lot a developer 
can learn from Brackets, there are also many techniques and concepts that may 
not translate well beyond their specific use-case within a desktop code editor.

Brackets == Shell + Source + CodeMirror
Broadly speaking, there are three separate projects that make up the Brackets 
desktop application. The most visible is the Brackets source code available on 
GitHub that is written in HTML, CSS and JavaScript. For many of the actual editing 
features, Brackets relies on another open-source application called CodeMirror. 
Finally, the desktop shell of Brackets is built on the Chromium Embedded Framework 
(CEF3) and is available as a separate open source project called Brackets Shell. 
While this arguably complicates the project architecture somewhat, your primary 
interest (and the focus of this article) probably lays in the main Brackets source 
code.

Nonetheless, this leads to a number of ways your project will likely be different 
from Brackets, and that should inform the types of lessons you can take away from 
looking at the code. This is my (not at all comprehensive) list:

Brackets is open source with large number of external contributors - your project 
probably has a limited number of internal contributors (i.e. your development team).
Brackets currently does not run in the browser (as mentioned, it runs in a custom 
desktop shell) - your application is probably targeting the browser or perhaps a 
mobile shell like PhoneGap rather than the desktop. Technically speaking, Brackets 
actually targets only one browser, the version of Chromium embedded in CEF, but 
your application will need to target multiple browsers.

Brackets is optimized for displaying and editing code, not traditional content - 
unless you are also building some form of code editor, your application probably 
displays standard text and image content rather than code.

Brackets is designed for extensibility by third parties in the form of extensions - 
your application may want to allow some form of extensibility, but honestly most 
web applications don’t need to account for this.

WHAT MAKES BRACKETS DIFFERENT?
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No MV* Framework
Another way Brackets code may differ from the application you are working on is 
that it currently does not use any sort of MVC/MVVM or other type of architectural 
framework. While also intended perhaps to alleviate a potential barrier for entry 
by external contributors, this is in large part because Brackets does not have a lot 
of fine-grained UI. For the most part, the UI in Brackets includes three parts: the 
text/code editor; the menu; and the projects panel. As the project grows, more 
UI has been added and I know that there are ongoing discussions as to the merits 
of considering adding a framework. It is important to point out though that the 
project does follow MVC principles in its architectural organization even if it is not 
tied to a specific framework.

I bring up this topic because it seems there are more “solutions” to this “problem” 
in the JavaScript community than one could imagine. There are quite a number 
of frameworks that offer a more classical inheritance model, allowing you to build 
classes and inheritance without ever really thinking about prototypes. Brackets, 
however, does not use any of these frameworks and goes for a straight JavaScript 
implementation, prototypes and all.

If you look at the guts of Brackets, you’ll actually find that it is made up largely of 
JavaScript modules and classes - there is actually very little straight HTML. Let’s 
take a look at a little of how one of these classes, InlineTextEditor, is constructed.

/**
* @constructor
* @extends {InlineWidget}
*/
function InlineTextEditor() {
   InlineWidget.call(this);

   /* @type {Array.<{Editor}>}*/
   this.editors = [];
}

InlineTextEditor.prototype = Object.create(InlineWidget.prototype);
InlineTextEditor.prototype.constructor = InlineTextEditor;
InlineTextEditor.prototype.parentClass = InlineWidget.prototype;

The initial commenting is actually JSDoc with Closure Compiler type annotations. 

CLASSES, INHERITANCE AND MODULES
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Next we have a standard constructor function which chains constructors using 
the call() method of the class being extended, in this case being InlineWidget. 
InlineTextEditor is also composed of an array of Editors. Following the constructor, 
we set the prototype of InlineTextEditor so that it extends InlineWidget, we set 
the contructor method to our InlineTextEditor() method and finally set a property 
called parentClass to allow easy reference to the super class.

Managing dependencies in a large project with a lot of components is a difficult 
task. To tackle that task, Brackets creates all the components and classes as AMD-
compliant CommonJS modules that are managed with RequireJS. If you don’t 
already know what I am talking about, that probably sounds complicated, so let 
me explain.

The CommonJS API is a set of specifications and proposed standards for building 
and loading server-side modules asynchronously using JavaScript. This allows 
you to break up the JavaScript for your application into smaller, functional pieces 
that are both easier to maintain and reuse (if you’ve done any type of server-side 
development, this concept probably sounds very familiar).

However, it became obvious that these concepts were not specific to server-side 
JavaScript development but were also useful to client-side development. Thus, 
the Asynchronous Module Definition (AMD) API was created to solve this problem. 
RequireJS is a JavaScript file and module loading framework for both the client 
and the server that implements AMD. However, because many projects already 
implemented their modules in a CommonJS format, RequireJS also supports 

AMD AND REQUIREJS
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loading CommonJS modules. This is how modules are implemented and loaded in 
Brackets. Let’s look at some code.

define(function (require, exports, module) {
   “use strict”;
   
   // Load dependent modules
   var TextRange       = require(“document/TextRange”).TextRange,
      InlineTextEditor   = require(“editor/InlineTextEditor”).InlineTextEditor,
      EditorManager    = require(“editor/EditorManager”),
      Commands         = require(“command/Commands”),
      Strings          = require(“strings”),
      CommandManager    = require(“command/CommandManager”),
      PerfUtils       = require(“utils/PerfUtils”);
      ...

      exports.MultiRangeInlineEditor = MultiRangeInlineEditor;
});

The above snippet of code comes from the MultiRangeInlineEditor class. 
As you might notice, a definition function is used in the format specified for a 
simplified CommonJS wrapper. Unlike the standard RequireJS method of defining 
dependencies within define() as an array of strings, CommonJS modules are loaded 
individually using the require() method.

An interesting aside to the RequireJS conversation as it relates to Brackets has to 
do with the fact that Brackets is extensible. Since Brackets cannot guarantee the 
contents of any given extension, Brackets prevents module conflicts by giving each 
extension a private RequireJS “context” for accessing Brackets core modules via 
the brackets.getModule() method. If you’d like to understand how this works, take 
a look at the ExtensionLoader.js file.

JSLint is a code quality tool for JavaScript created 
by Douglas Crockford that can help find problems 
in your code as well as enforce code style 
guidelines. If you open Brackets, you will find that 
it has a JSLint panel open by default which will 

display any issues on HTML and JavaScript files when they are open. However, 
JSLint is also used for the same purposes throughout the Brackets source code.

JSLINT
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You’ll probably notice by the nature of the issues listed in the JSLint panel, JSLint 
is extremely picky (to put it nicely) - particularly about style. For this reason, many 
people in the community seem to prefer JSHint. When the Brackets team began 
work on the project, many of the developers, while highly experienced developers, 
were relatively new to JavaScript development and, I’ve been told, a stricter code 
quality tool was considered desirable. While Brackets may continue to use JSLint 
internally, future versions may allow you to swap out JSLint for JSHint or any other 
code quality tool.

Although, JSLint is picky by default, it is also highly configurable via comments. 
You can not only make it behave less strictly towards certain style preferences, 
but also make sure it is aware of variables and browser globals that may be 
available within your page that it does not by default detect, thereby preventing 
it from over-identifying issues. Let’s look at a sample JSLint configuration from the 
InlineTextEditor class (you’ll generally find the JSLint configuration directly below 
the copyright notice at the top of the file).

/*jslint vars: true, plusplus: true, devel: true, nomen: true, indent: 4, 
maxerr: 50 */
/*global define, $, CodeMirror, window */

In this case, the first set of instructions are making JSLint a little less strict in style. 
For example, it is saying multiple var statements are allowed (vars), ++ and -- are 
allows (plusplus), browser globals are assumed (devel), variable names should not 
be checked for leading or trailing underscores (nomen),  indent is 4 spaces (indent) 
and the maximum number of errors that will be reported is 50 (maxerr).
The next comment line defines global variables that are available within this file 
including things like jQuery ($) and CodeMirror, for example.

One important item to point out is that you can configure your HTML and JavaScript 
files with the same type of JSLint configuration, ensuring that the JSLint panel 
within Brackets will give you more meaningful results.
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Jasmine is a behavior-driven development testing framework for JavaScript code. 
Put simply, Behavior-driven development (BDD) is based 
on test-driven development (TDD) where tests are written 
as sentences based upon Agile user stories. Unit tests 
for the Brackets source code are written using the Jasmine 
framework.

If you follow the instructions on how to hack on Brackets 
you’ll see that it instructs you to run the unit tests via 
the Debug > Run Tests menu option. This option actually 
runs the test runner that is included in the test folder (I 
should note that if you didn’t download the source from 

GitHub, you may not have the test folder in your source and if you haven’t set up 
Brackets for modifying the core code then the Run Tests option is disabled). Let’s 
take a look at some of the tests run by examining the CodeHint-test.js (note, I have 
taken out much of the actual implementation for brevity’s sake, but you can view 
the full source on GitHub).

beforeEach(function () {
   initCodeHintTest = _initCodeHintTest.bind(this);
   ...
});

afterEach(function () {
   ...
});

describe(“HTML Tests”, function () {
   it(“should show code hints menu and insert text at IP”, function () {
      var editor,
      pos = {line: 3, ch: 1},
      lineBefore,
      lineAfter;

      ...
      // simulate Ctrl+space keystroke to invoke code hints menu
          runs(function () {
         ...
         expect(codeHintList).toBeTruthy();
         expect(codeHintList.isOpen()).toBe(true);

JASMINE
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      });

      it(“should dismiss code hints menu with Esc key”, function () {
         var editor,
         pos = {line: 3, ch: 1};
         ...
      });
   });
});

The key items I want to point out are how Jasmine defines a suite of tests and each 
individual test. First, beforeEach() and afterEach() do what you might expect and 
are used for setup and teardown of the tests. The describe() function defines a 
suite of tests which, in this case, are simply entitled “HTML tests.” Individual specs 
are described within the it() function and generally start with “should” followed by 
an easy to read description of the expectation. Expectations are laid out using the 
expect() function which has a chainable API designed to be human readable (for 
example, it is pretty easy to read and understand the expectations being set in 
the code above). Finally, the run() function is used here because the we are testing 
asynchronous operations; for other types of tests the run() function is not required.

For a good beginner’s tutorial on Jasmine, I recommend Dustin Butler’s article on 
the ADC, “Unit Test JavaScript Applications with Jasmine.”

Mustache is a minimal templating framework for creating “logic-less” templates that 
is available in a lot of languages, including JavaScript of course. The framework got 
its name because the tags to be replaced are surrounded with “mustaches” (i.e. {{ 
and }}).The templates are called logic-less because they cannot contain things like 
if/else or for loops. Brackets uses Mustache for handling localizing strings within 
the UI.

Let’s look at how Brackets uses Mustache by examining the save modal dialog 
template contained in main-view.html.

<div class=”save-close-dialog template modal hide”>
   <div class=”modal-header”>
      <a href=”#” class=”close”>&times;</a>
      <h1 class=”dialog-title”>{{SAVE_CHANGES}}</h1>
   </div>

MUSTACHE
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   <div class=”modal-body”>
      <p class=”dialog-message”>Message goes here</p>
   </div>
   <div class=”modal-footer”>
      <a href=”#” class=”dialog-button btn left” data-button-
id=”dontsave”>{{DONT_SAVE}}</a>
      <a href=”#” class=”dialog-button btn primary” data-button-
id=”ok”>{{SAVE}}</a>
      <a href=”#” class=”dialog-button btn” data-button-
id=”cancel”>{{CANCEL}}</a>
   </div>
</div>

As you can see the items being replaced by Mustache are localized strings for the 
dialog title and the buttons. The strings that are being replaced are contained 
within the strings.js files organized by locale inside the nls folder. For example, 
here are the Spanish strings that will replace the button text.

“DONT_SAVE”                            : “No guardar”,
“SAVE”                                 : “Guardar”,
“CANCEL”                               : “Cancelar”,

The actual string replacement using Mustache is done inside brackets.js during 
startup. The strings file is loaded via RequireJS’s i18n plugin.

// Localize MainViewHTML and inject into <BODY> tag
var templateVars = $.extend({
ABOUT_ICON : brackets.config.about_icon,
APP_NAME_ABOUT_BOX : brackets.config.app_name_about,
VERSION : brackets.metadata.version
}, Strings);

$(“body”).html(Mustache.render(MainViewHTML, templateVars));

The first part is simply adding some build-specific strings to the Strings localization 
object we defined earlier (loaded in via RequireJS). The second part is then using 
Mustache to replace out the tags with the proper strings and placing that in the 
body of the main view.
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LESS is a stylesheet language that extends CSS in a number of useful ways, allowing 
you to do things like avoid repeating yourself (in code) and 
better organize your CSS. For example, LESS includes things 
like variables within CSS, mixins for splitting out files and even 
functions and operations. Brackets, as a code editor, handles 
LESS files, but also uses LESS in all of it’s internal stylesheets.

Let’s look at working with variables in LESS by examining Brackets code. If you 
open brackets_colors.less for example, it contains simply a block of LESS variable 
declarations.

// use the “lighten” or “darken” function with integer multiples of this
@bc-color-step-size: 10%; 

@bc-black: #000000;
@bc-grey: #808080;
@bc-gray: @bc-grey; // because people spell it both ways
@bc-white: #ffffff;

@bc-yellow: #b58900;
@bc-orange: #cb4b16;
@bc-red: #dc322f;
@bc-magenta: #d33682;
@bc-violet: #6c71c4;
@bc-blue: #268bd2;
@bc-light-blue: #d8e0e8;
@bc-cyan: #2aa198;
@bc-green: #859900;

You might even note that one variable is, bc-grey, is declared as equal to another, 
bc-gray. If you look through styles in brackets.less, for example, you’ll see these 
variables referenced as they are below.

#indent-width-input {
   font-size: 1em;
   height: 12px;
   line-height: 1;
   vertical-align: -2px;
   border: 1px solid darken(@background-color-3, @bc-color-step-size / 2);
   color: @bc-black;

LESS
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   margin: 0;
   padding: 0;
   width: 14px;
   position: relative;
   left: -1px;
   top: -2px;
   -webkit-border-radius: 2px;
   border-radius: 2px;
   box-shadow: inset 0 1px 0 rgba(0,0,0,0.1);
}

As you can see, bc-black, among other variables, is referenced in this class as in 
many others, meaning that if the color scheme changed, you’d only need to make 
the changes in a single location. It is worth noting here that variables in LESS 
have can be scoped globally, as these are, or locally within a class definition. As 
mentioned, LESS also includes mixins which work much like variables except they 
contain snippets of CSS and can even take parameters.

One thing you’ll notice if you look through the Brackets source is that the import 
functionality is heavily used to break up the complex stylesheets into more 
manageable pieces. Much of this is done via the brackets_shared.less file which 
only contains import statements. This file is then imported into brackets.less.

@import “brackets_shared.less”;

Brackets also makes use of functions and operations in LESS as can be seen in this 
snippet from brackets_theme_default.less.

@background-color-1: darken(@bc-white, @bc-color-step-size*2);
@background-color-2: darken(@bc-white, @bc-color-step-size);

In this case, we are using a function to darken the white theme color to create two 
variations. The first actually uses an operation to darken by two-times the value of 
the step size variable.

You can also see how LESS makes use of nesting in LESS, which allows you to write 
more readable CSS, often in fewer lines. For example, this snippet from brackets.
less...

.resizing-container {
   position: absolute;
   top: 0;
   width: 100%;
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   height: 100%;
   z-index: @z-index-brackets-panel-resizer;
   
   &.horz-resizing {
      cursor: col-resize;
   }
   
   &.vert-resizing {
      cursor: row-resize;
   }
}
...would be the equivalent of the following, where the nested definitions would 
each need to be broken out into separate class definitions, making the relationship 
between the classes less obvious.

.resizing-container {
   position: absolute;
   top: 0;
   width: 100%;
   height: 100%;
   z-index: 18;
}
.resizing-container.horz-resizing {
   cursor: col-resize;
}
.resizing-container.vert-resizing {
   cursor: row-resize;
}
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Obviously, there’s a lot more to Brackets than I covered here. For example, if 
your development team is looking to define some code conventions, you might be 
interested in taking a look at the Brackets code conventions and borrowing some 
ideas. There is also the use of Twitter Bootstrap for UI elements like buttons and 
modal dialogs. You might also be interested in how Brackets uses WebSockets to 
handle the Live Preview functionality in Chrome (a topic that seemed well over my 
head). I also highly recommend David Deraedt’s article on Brackets architecture 
from the ADC - while it is from a much earlier version of the Brackets source, many 
of the topics covered are still relevant and not covered here.

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE

Brian Rinaldi
Web Community Manager

his blog
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Pagination with numbers is, in many ways, counter intuitive and time consuming for 
the user. They have to stop, click on a number, wait for the page to load, and then 
continue their search. Some websites such as facebook have opted out of this notion 
of pagination for a system which loads content automatically as the user scrolls. In this 
tutorial that is what we’re going to be making.

I’ve created a little plugin that allows us to accomplish our goal. Simply put the plugin 
checks if the user is at the bottom of the container you specify and loads more content 
accordingly. Then this data is sent to an ajax file which processes what posts to show.

// Check the user is at the bottom of the element
if($(window).scrollTop() + $(window).height() > $this.height() && !busy) {
                         
    // Now we are working, so busy is true
    busy = true;
                         
    // Tell the user we’re loading posts
    $this.find(‘.loading-bar’).html(‘Loading Posts’);
             
    // Run the function to fetch the data inside a delay
    // This is useful if you have content in a footer you
    // want the user to see.
    setTimeout(function() {
        // This is the Ajax function                    
        getData();
                             
    }, $settings.delay);
                             
}   

The key line here is if($(window).scrollTop() + $(window).height() > 
$this.height() ... This is basically saying, if the user scroll position is greater 
than the height of the element targeted, then more elements should be loaded.

HOW IT WORKS

“Pagination with number 
is, in many ways, counter-

intuitive and time-consuming 
for the user.”
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Ajax is how we send data to files when an event happens in javascript. For example, 
when we scroll we want to send some data to another file to figure out what to do. 
That file is usually a PHP file which will process the data sent, and then you can do 
something like grab information from a database. So how do we do this with jQuery? 

Since we’re posting data, we use the $.post function. It looks a little like this:

$.post(‘file.php’, {
                         
    information        : ‘to be sent’,
    to                 : ‘file’
                         
    }, function(data) {
         
    }   
                         
});

WHAT IS AJAX?
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So in the above example we end the information (thats the bit inside the first set of 
curly brackets) to the file, file.php. When the information is sent it will return some 
information in the form of a data variable, and we can then use that data to return 
information to the user via Javascript.

The ajax file is going to have to be customized to fit your needs. All you have to do 
is grab some information from the MySQL database of your choice with some PHP. 
I have created a very basic ajax.php file that grabs information from a wordpress 
MySQL database and displays the content with the title and link. It looks a little 
like this, but it will be included with the download files in the download link above.

<?php
 
mysql_connect(‘localhost’, ‘username’, ‘password’) or die();
mysql_select_db(‘database’);
 
$offset = is_numeric($_POST[‘offset’]) ? $_POST[‘offset’] : die();
$postnumbers = is_numeric($_POST[‘number’]) ? $_POST[‘number’] : die();
 
 
$run = mysql_query(“SELECT * FROM wp_posts WHERE post_status = ‘publish’ AND 
post_type =’post’ ORDER BY id DESC LIMIT “.$postnumbers.” OFFSET “.$offset);
 
 
while($row = mysql_fetch_array($run)) {
     
    $content = substr(strip_tags($row[‘post_content’]), 0, 500);
     
    echo ‘<h1><a href=”’.$row[‘guid’].’”>’.$row[‘post_title’].’</a></h1><hr 
/>’;
    echo ‘<p>’.$content.’...</p><hr />’;
 
}
 
?>

Once you have your ajax file sorted out, its just a case of running the plugin. There 
are a bunch of variables you can determine, but it’s important that you define the 
query if you’re using the original ajax.php file listed above.

THE AJAX FILE

USING THE PLUGIN
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To run the plugin just upload all the files and create a container in your HTML called 
#content or whatever you want to call your container. Then run the plugin on 
that. Easy!

$(document).ready(function() {
    $(‘#content’).scrollPagination({
 
        nop     : 10, // The number of posts per scroll to be loaded
        offset  : 0, // Initial offset, begins at 0 in this case
        error   : ‘No More Posts!’, // When the user reaches the end this is 
the message that is
                       // displayed. You can change this if you want.
        delay   : 500, // When you scroll down the posts will load after a 
delayed amount of time.
                       // This is mainly for usability concerns. You can alter 
this as you see fit
        scroll  : true // The main bit, if set to false posts will not load as 
the user scrolls. 
                       // but will still load if the user clicks.
         
    });
});

In the download you’ll find the files necessary to do everything I’ve shown you. 
Since I can’t include database details you will have to supply your own which you 
can edit in the ajax.php file. And that’s it! Have a good day!

• Original post
• Demo
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It’s not likely that you’ll start developing an enterprise HTML5 applications without using 
one of the JavaScript frameworks. One of the most feature-complete frameworks is 
ExtJS from Sencha, but its learning curve is a bit steep. Our company, Farata Systems, 
has developed an open source software Clear Toolkit for ExtJS. Clear Toolkit includes 
an Eclipse plugin called Clear Data Builder (CDB). This is a productivity tool - a code 
generator - that can create a CRUD application for you in no time. This application will 
have HTML/JavaScript/ExtJS client and Java-based server. In this article you will learn 
how jump start development of such Web applications.

In part one I’ll cover the following topics:

• What is Clear Toolkit for ExtJS
• How to create ExtJS MVC application for Java-based project
• How deploy and run your first ExtJS+Java application on Apache Tomcat server

Clear Toolkit for ExtJS contains of following parts:

• Clear Data Builder - Eclipse plugin that supports code generation ExtJS MVC artifacts 
based on Java code. CDB comes with wizards to start new project with plain Java or 
with popular frameworks like Hibernate, Spring, MyBatis.

• Clear JS - set of JavaScript components that extends ExtJS standard components. 
E.g., Clear JS contains ChangeObject - a universal way to trace the state changes 
between old and new versions of the same item in a store.

• Clear Runtime - Java components that implements server side part of ChangeObject, 
DirectOptions and etc.

The phrase “to be more productive” means to write less code and produce the results 
faster. This is what CDB is for. In this article you’ll see how Clear Data Builder helps 
you to integrate the client side with the back end using the RPC style and how to 
implements data pagination for your application.

CDB distribution available as plug-in for Eclipse IDE. The current update site of CDB 

PART ONE: EXTJS MVC APPLICATION SCAFFOLDING

“The phrase ‘to be more 
productive’ means to write 
less code and produce the 

results faster. ”
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is located here. The current version is 4.1.4 (don’t be surprised - this is a five-year 
old code generator, and its previous versions were made for generating the UI for 
Adobe Flex framework). You can install this plug-in via Install New Software 
menu in Eclipse IDE. The [FIG-1] shows how you can validate plug-in installation. If 
you see “Clear Data Builder for Ext JS feature” in the list of Installed Software in 
your Eclipse IDE, you’re good to go.

Important You have to have “Eclipse for Java EE Developers” installed, which 
includes the plugins for automation of the Web applications.

Figure 1. Verifying CDB Installation
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Clear Data Builder comes with a set of prepared examples that demonstrate the 
integration with popular Java frameworks - MyBatis, Hibernate, and Spring. Also, 
a plain Java project example that doesn’t use any of the frameworks is available as 
well. Let’s start with the creation of the new project by selecting the menu File ➙ 
New ➙ Other ➙ Clear, and then press Next.

Figure 2. New CDB Project Wizard

First of all let’s call the new project episode_1_intro. CDB supports different 
ways of linking the ExtJS framework to the application. In my case, I already have 
installed ExtJS libraries under my Web server (Apache Tomcat). We’re going to 
use this local ExtJS URL, but you can just specify any folder in your machine and 
CDB will copy the ExtJS file inside your project. Lastly, you can use ExtJS from 
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the Sencha’s CDN, if you don’t want to store these libraries inside your project. 
Besides, using a common CDN will allow Web browser to reuse the cached version 
of ExtJS.

For this project we are not going to use any server-side (like MyBatis or Hibernate). 
Just click the button Finish. First of all, CDB will print some initial messages on the 
Eclipse console. When CDB runs for the first time it initializes directory structure in 
the WebContent folder. Inside the WebContent directory CDB creates directory 
structure which is recommended by Sencha for MVC applications. Also you’ll get 
the HTML wrapper - index.html - for this application, which contains the link to 
the entry point of our application.

CDB generates an empty project with one sample controller and one view - 
Viewport.js. To run this application, you need to add the newly generated 
Dynamic Web Project to Tomcat and start the server (write-click on the Tomcat in 
the Servers view).

Figure 3. Adding web project to Tomcat
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Let me switch to web browser to open this application on http://localhost:8080/
episode_1_intro. Voila! Just in couple minutes we’ve setup new Dynamic Web 
Project with the ExtJS framework support and one fancy button on UI.

Figure 4. Running scaffolded application

The next step is to make something useful out of this basic application.
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CRUD stands for Create-Retrieve-Update-Delete. It’s a well known term for 
describing the applications that support data manipulation. They can retrieve the 
data from some data source and update them too. The Part Two agenda is covering 
exactly this:
• Create a simple CRUD ExtJS+Java application

• Create a POJO and corresponding Ext.data.Model
• Create s Java service and populate Ext.data.Store with data from service
• Use the auto-generated ExtJS application
• Extend the auto-generated CRUD methods
• Use ChangeObject

Now I would like to show how to use Clear Data Builder to create CRUD applications. 
I’ll show you how you can turn your Java POJO class into the ExtJS model. I’ll 
explain the following:

• how you can populate the ExtJS store from a remote service
• how you can use automatically generated UI for that application
• how you can extend it
• what the ChangeObject class is for

I will extend the application from Part 1. For my CRUD application I need a Java 
POJO. First, I’ve created the class Person.java in the package dto. Then I’ve 
added the fields firstName, lastName, address, ssn and phone and id. Also 
I need getters and setters for these fields. It’s good to have a constructor for 
the that uses these fields, and a DTO class should have a toString() method. 
[LISTING_1] Now I need the same corresponding ExtJS model for my Person. 
Just annotate this class with the CDB annotation called @JSClass to ask CDB to 
generate the ExtJS model.

Person data transfer object

package dto;

import com.farata.dto2extjs.annotations.JSClass;
import com.farata.dto2extjs.annotations.JSGeneratedId;

@JSClass
public class Person {

        @JSGeneratedId

PART TWO: GENERATING A CRUD APPLICATION
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        private Integer id;
        private String firstName;
        private String lastName;
        private String phone;
        private String ssn;

        public Person(Integer id, String firstName, String lastName, String 
phone,
                        String ssn) {
                super();
                this.id = id;
                this.firstName = firstName;
                this.lastName = lastName;
                this.phone = phone;
                this.ssn = ssn;
        }
        // Getters and Setter are omitted
}

Now I need to annotate the id field with the CDB annotation @JSGeneratedId. 
With this annotation I’ll instruct CDB to threat this field as auto generated id. Let’s 
examine the directory of ExtJS MVC application and lets take a look inside the 
model folder. Inside the model folder (the JavaScript section) we have the folder 
dto which corresponds to the Java dto package where the class Person.java 
resides.

Figure 5. Generated from Java class ExtJS model
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As you can see Clear Data Builder generated two files as recommended by the 
Generation Gap pattern, which is about keeping the generated and handwritten 
parts separate by putting them in different classes linked by inheritance. Let’s open 
the person model. In our case the Person.js is extended from the generated _
Person.js. Should we need to customize this class, we’ll do it inside the Person.
js, but this underscore-prefixed file will be regenerated each and every time when 
we change something in our model. CDB follows this pattern for all generated 
artifacts - Java services, ExtJS models and stores. This model contains all the fields 
from our Person DTO.

Now we need to create a Java service to populate the ExtJS store with the data. 
Let’s create an interface PersonService in the package service. This service will 
to return the list of persons. This interface contains one method -List<Person> 
getPersons().

I need to ask CDB to expose this service as a remote object, which is done by 
the annotation called @JSService. Another annotation @JSGenetareStore will 
instruct CDB to generate the store. In this case CDB will create the destination-
aware store. This means that store will know from where to populate its content. All 
configurations of the store’s proxies will be handled by the code generator. With @
JSFillMethod annotation we will identify our main read method (remember the 
“R” from CRUD).

Also it would be nice to have some sort of UI to test the service - the annotation @
JSGenerateSample will help here. CDB will examine the interface PersonService, 
and based on these annotations will generate all ExtJS MVC artifacts (models, 
views, controller) with the sample application.

PersonService interface annotated with CDB annotations

@JSService
public interface PersonService {
    @JSGenerateStore
    @JSFillMethod
    @JSGenerateSample
    List<Person> getPersons();
}
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When the code generation is complete, you’ll get the implementation for the 
service - PersonServiceImpl. The store folder inside the application folder 
(WebContent\app) has the store, which is bound to the Person model. And my 
person model was generated previously. In this case, Clear Data Builder generated 
store that binds to the remote service.

Figure 6. Structure of store and model folders

All this intermediate translation from the JavaScript to Java and from Java to 
JavaScript done by DirectJNgine, which is the 
server side implementation of the Ext Direct 
Protocol. You can read about this protocol in Ext 
JS documentation.

There is one more thing not to be missed - Clear 
Data Builder generated a UI for us! Check out 
the samples directory shown on [FIG-7].

Figure 7. Folder with generated samples
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You can see the SampleController and SampleGrid panel inside the samples 
folder. CDB also generates the JavaScript application entry point - sampleApp.
js. To test this application just copy the file SampleController.js into the 
controller folder, SampleGrid.js panel into the view folder, and the sample 
application in the root of our WebContent folder. We need to change the application 
entry point with sampleApp in index.html.

<script type=”text/javascript” src=”sampleApp.js”></script>

This is how the generated UI of the sample application looks like [FIG-7]

Figure 8. Scaffolded CRUD application template

Let’s return to the server side code. For services CDB also follows the Generation 
Gap Pattern and it generated stubs for the service methods. Override these 
methods when you’re ready to implement the CRUD functionality [LISTING_3].

Implementation of PersonService interface

package service;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.List;

import clear.data.ChangeObject;
import dto.Person;
import service.generated.*;

public class PersonServiceImpl extends _PersonServiceImpl { // 

        @Override
        public List<Person> getPersons() {                              // 
                List<Person> result = new ArrayList<>();
                Integer id= 0;
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                result.add(new Person(++id, “Joe”, “Doe”, “555-55-55”, “1111-
11-1111”));
                result.add(new Person(++id, “Joe”, “Doe”, “555-55-55”, “1111-
11-1111”));
                result.add(new Person(++id, “Joe”, “Doe”, “555-55-55”, “1111-
11-1111”));
                result.add(new Person(++id, “Joe”, “Doe”, “555-55-55”, “1111-
11-1111”));
                return result;          //
        }

        @Override
        public void getPersons_doCreate(ChangeObject changeObject) {  // 
                Person dto = (Person) deserializeObject(
                                (Map<String, String>) changeObject.
getNewVersion(),
                                Person.class);

                System.out.println(dto.toString());
        }

        @Override
        public void getPersons_doUpdate(ChangeObject changeObject) {    // 
                // TODO Auto-generated method stub
                super.getPersons_doUpdate(changeObject);
        }

        @Override
        public void getPersons_doDelete(ChangeObject changeObject) {    // 
                // TODO Auto-generated method stub
                super.getPersons_doDelete(changeObject);
        }

}
  
• We need to extend the generated method and provide the actual implementation.
• getPerson is our retrieve method (the R in CRUD) .
• For this sample application we can use java.util.ArrayList class as in-

memory server side storage of the Person objects. In real world applications 
you’d use a database or other persistent storage.

•  fillmethod+doCreate() is our create method (the C in CRUD).
•  fillmethod+doUpdate is our update method (the U in CRUD).
•  fillmethod+doDelete is our delete method (the D in CRUD).
Click on the Load menu and you’ll get 4 persons from our server.

To demonstrate the rest of the CRUD methods we’ll ask the user to insert one 
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new row, modify three existing ones and remove two rows using the generated 
Web client. The Clear.data.DirectStore object will automatically create a 
collection of six `ChangeObject`s - one to represent a new row, three to represent 
the modified ones, and two for the removed rows.

When the user clicks on the Sync menu the changes will be sent to the corresponding 
do... remote method. When you sync() a standard Ext.data.DirectStore 
ExtJS is POST-ing new, modified and deleted items to the server. When the request 
is complete the server’s reply data is applied to the store, expecting that some items 
can be modified by the server. In case of Clear.data.DirectStore instead of 
passing around items, we pass the delta, wrapped in the ChangeObject.

Each instance of the ChangeOject contains the following:

• newVersion - it’s an instance of the newly inserted or modified item. On the 
Java side it’s available via getNewVersion().

• prevVersion - it’s an instance of the deleted of old version of modified item. 
On the Java side it’s available via getPrevVersion().

• array of changepropertyNames if this ChangeObject represents an update 
operation.

The rest of ChangeObject details described on wiki on github (see the link in 
Useful Links section).

The corresponding Java implementation of ChangeObject is available on the 
server side and Clear Toolkit passes ChangeObject instances to the appropriate 
do* method of the service class. Take a look at the getPersons_doCreate() 
method from [LISTING_3]. When the server needs to read the data arrived from 
the client your Java class has to invoke the method changeObject.getNewVersion(). 
This method will return the JSON object that you need to deserialize into the 
object Person. This is done in [LISTING_3] and looks like this.

 Person dto = (Person) deserializeObject(
              (Map<String, String>) changeObject.getNewVersion(),Person.class);
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The pagination feature is needed in almost every enterprise web application. Often 
you don’t want to bring all the data to the client at once - a page by page feeds is a 
lot more responsive. The user can navigate back and forth between the pages using 
pagination UI components. To do that, we need to split our data on the server side 
into chunks so we can display it only once specific page is required. Implementing 
pagination is the agenda for the Part Three of this article. Here’s the plan:

• Add the data pagination to our sample CRUD ExtJS+Java application:
• Add the Ext.toolbar.Paging component
• Bind both grid and pagingtoolbar to the same store
• Use DirectOptions class to read the pagination parameters

We are going to extend our CRUD application by adding the paging toolbar 
component bound to the same store as the grid. The class DirectOptions will handle 
pagination parameters on the server side.

In Part 1 and 2 you’ve learned how to generate the UI from the Java back end 
service and how to generate the ExtJS store and ExtJS model. In this part you’ll how 
to add the pagination functionality to our CRUD application by asking the server 
to send only portions of data. I’ll need to refactor the service code from previous 
example to generate a little bit more data than only five records. [LISTING_4]

Refactored implementation of PersonService Interface

public class PersonServiceImpl extends _PersonServiceImpl {
  @Override
    public List<Person> getPersons() {
        List<Person> result = new ArrayList<>();
        for (int i=0; i<1000; i++){
            result.add(new Person(i, “Joe”, “Doe”, “555-55-55”, “1111-11-
1111”));
        }
        return result;
    }
}

The Google Chrome Console shows that PersonStore was populated with one 
thousand records. Let’s add the pagination component using the Ext toolbarpaging 
component. Let’s add it to the file sampleApp.js [LISTING_5].

PART THREE: DATA PAGINATION
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Sample Application Entry

Ext.Loader.setConfig({
        disableCaching : false,
        enabled : true,
        paths : {
                episode_3_pagination : ‘app’,
                Clear : ‘clear’
        }
});

Ext.syncRequire(‘episode_3_pagination.init.InitDirect’);
// Define GridPanel
var myStore = Ext.create(‘episode_3_pagination.store.dto.PersonStore’,{});              
//
Ext.define(‘episode_3_pagination.view.SampleGridPanel’, {
        extend : ‘Ext.grid.Panel’,
        store : myStore,
        alias : ‘widget.samplegridpanel’,
        autoscroll : true,
        plugins : [{
                ptype : ‘cellediting’
        }],
        dockedItems: [
                {
                        xtype: ‘pagingtoolbar’,         //
                        displayInfo: true,
                        dock: ‘top’,
                        store: myStore                  //
                }
        ],
        columns : [
                {header : ‘firstName’, dataIndex : ‘firstName’, editor : {xtype 
: ‘textfield’}, flex : 1 },
                {header : ‘id’, dataIndex : ‘id’, flex : 1 },
                {header : ‘lastName’, dataIndex : ‘lastName’, editor : {xtype : 
‘textfield’}, flex : 1 },
                {header : ‘phone’, dataIndex : ‘phone’, editor : {xtype : 
‘textfield’}, flex : 1 },
                {header : ‘ssn’, dataIndex : ‘ssn’, editor : {xtype : 
‘textfield’}, flex : 1 }],
        tbar : [
                {text : ‘Load’, action : ‘load’},
                {text : ‘Add’, action : ‘add’},
                {text : ‘Remove’, action : ‘remove’},
                {text : ‘Sync’, action : ‘sync’}
                ]
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        });
// Launch the application
Ext.application({
        name : ‘episode_3_pagination’,
        requires : [‘Clear.override.ExtJSOverrider’],
        controllers : [‘SampleController’],
        launch : function() {
                Ext.create(‘Ext.container.Viewport’, {
                        items : [{
                                xtype : ‘samplegridpanel’
                        }]
                });
        }
});
  
• Let’s manually instantiate this store - create a separate variable myStore for this 

store and with empty config object.
• Adding the xtype pagingtoolbar to this component docked items property - I’d 

like to display the information and dock this element at the top.
• Now the paging toolbar is also connected to same store.

Now we need to fix automatically generated controller to control loading of data 
on click of Load button [LISTING_6].

Controller for sample application

Ext.define(‘episode_3_pagination.controller.SampleController’, {
        extend: ‘Ext.app.Controller’,
        stores: [‘episode_3_pagination.store.dto.PersonStore’],
        refs: [{                                                                
//
                ref: ‘ThePanel’,
                selector: ‘samplegridpanel’
        }],

        init: function() {
                this.control({
                        ‘samplegridpanel button[action=load]’: {
                                click: this.onLoad
                        }
                });
        },

        onLoad: function() {
                // returns instance of PersonStore
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                var store = this.getThePanel().getStore();              //
                store.load();
        }
});
  
• We can bind the store instance to our grid panel. In controller’s refs property 

I’m referencing our simplegrid panel with ThePanel alias.
• In this case I don’t need to explicitly retrieve the store instance by name. Instead, 

we can use getters getPanel() and getStore() automatically generated by 
the ExtJS framework.

When the user clicks the button next or previous the method loadPage of the 
underlying store is called. Let’s examine the directprovider URL - server side 
router of remoting calls - and see how the direct request looks like. Open Google 
Chrome Developer Tools from the menu View ➙ Developer, refresh the Web page 
and go to the Network tab. You’ll that each time the user clicks on the next or 
previous buttons on the pagination toolbar the component sends directOptions 
as a part of the request.

Figure 9. Request payload details
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Default Ext Direct request doesn’t carry any information about page size. Clear JS, 
the client side extension of the ExtJS framework, adds some extra functionality to 
Ext.data.DirectStore component to pass the page start and limit values 
to the server side. At this point, the directOptions request property shown 
in [FIG-9] can be extracted on the server side to get the information about the 
page’s boundaries. Let’s return to the code of PersonServiceImpl and add 
some extra code there. Right now the pagination doesn’t work. The server sends 
the entire thousand records, because the server is not aware that the data has to 
be paginated. We’ll fix it in [LISTING_7].

Implementation of PersonService with pagination

package service;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.List;

import clear.djn.DirectOptions;                 //

import dto.Person;
import service.generated.*;

public class PersonServiceImpl extends _PersonServiceImpl {
        @Override
        public List<Person> getPersons() {
                List<Person> result = new ArrayList<>();
                for (int i=0; i<1000; i++){
                        result.add(new Person(i, “Joe”, “Doe”, “555-55-55”, 
“1111-11-1111”));
                }
                //
                int start = ((Double)DirectOptions.getOption(“start”)).
intValue();
                int limit = ((Double)DirectOptions.getOption(“limit”)).
intValue();

                limit = Math.min(start+limit, result.size() );          //
                DirectOptions.setOption(“total”, result.size());        //
                result = result.subList(start, limit);                  //

                return result;
        }
}
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• On the server side there is a special object called DirectOptions, which comes 
with Clear Toolkit.

• We’re interested in start and in limit options (see [FIG-9]).
• Calculate the actual limit. Assign the size of the data collection to the limit 

variable if it’s less than the page size (start+limit).
• Notify the component about the total number of elements on the server side by 

using DirectOptions.setOption() method with total option.
• Before returning the result, create a subset, an actual page of data. In this case 

I need to use method of java.util.List.sublist() which produces the 
view of the portion of this list between indexes specified by the start and the 
limit parameters.

As you can see from the Network tab in [FIG-8], we limited the data load to 25 
elements per page. Clicking on next or previous buttons will get you only a 
page worth of data. The Google Chrome Developers Tools Network tab shows 
that that we are sending start and limit every time and our response contains 
object with 25 elements.

If you’d like to repeat all of the above steps on you own, watch the screencasts 
where I perform all the actions described in this article.

The development of enterprise web application involves many steps that need to 
be done by developer. But with the right set of tools the repetitive steps can be 
automated. Remember the DRY principle - don’t repeat yourself. Try to do more 
with less efforts. I hope this article will help your to get started start with Clear 
Data Builder, which should make any ExtJS enterprise software developer more 
productive.

Subscribe to our youtube channel to get access to the latest videos, screencasts 
and learning materials. You are invited to read our upcoming book “Enterprise 
Web Development” (work in progress) that include coverage of ExtJS.

CONCLUSION
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• Clear Toolkit on Github
• Clear Data Builder Eclipse update site
• ExtJS MVC Application Architecture
• Ext.data.Model
• Ext.data.Store
• ExtJS Grid Panel
• Ext.toolbar.Paging
• Ext Direct
• DirectJNgine: Direct for Java
• Change Object: Synchronization Keystone
• Data Pagination in Clear Toolkit
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My recent work involved creating web destinations based on both dynamic content, 
dynamic form, and responsive design with no preset dimensions. The pages would 
have to adjust to fit multiple sizes set at compile time. Each size could have its own 
specific properties and shared properties. The one thing I did know was that I could 
rely on any screen specific properties to have an identifier appended to the property 
name to make it unique. I needed a way to find the correct identifier for the current 
screen size. To make this work we decided to use CSS to store it. The solution worked 
for all modern browsers. Internet Explorer 8 received an alternate css and workflow 
since it doesn’t support the MediaQueryList object.

We decided on this approach for 3 reasons:

1. The CSS was output at compile time and written to disk. We could guarantee the 
output.

2. We wanted an easy way to correlate screen size to identifier. The browser already 
has a mechanism for this in media queries.

3. It was possible to avoid browser inconsistencies in JavaScript when it came to defining 
the viewport space. The browser was in control.

We decided to use the media query listener mechanism as a way to update a variable 
with the appropriate identifier. Modern browsers, excluding ie < 9, will honor media 
queries inside of their css. On page load and page size changes the browser will check 
the existing media queries to see if they match the new size. IE9 will honor media size 
queries but only on page load and will not respond to size changes.

A media query is defined by Mozilla as 

A media query consists of a media type and at least one expression that limits the style sheets’ 
scope by using media features, such as width, height, and color.

And, it looks similar to this:

@media screen and (min-width: 400px)

“If something breaks, you 
know it now and not when 

the customer finds it.”
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We made the identifier the first selector in the media query’s block, and used the 
hash tag to make it an id. The risk of interference with any real css was minor since 
it was highly unlikely an element on any page would have that id. The css block 
was given a “display: block” value, but could as easily been any other property and 
value. We ignored the css value entirely. You may be able to leave the value empty, 
but for some reason I can’t remember now I thought an empty value could cause 
trouble. The client side code was only interested in the selector name, which was 
the identifier it needed to build the page. An example block might be:

@media screen and (min-width: 400px) { 
  #myValue { display: block } 
  .regularCSS { ... } 
  ...... 
}

At compile we also created a JavaScript array that stored the media queries we 
were using in the CSS. One intricacy of the MediaQueryList object is that the 
query it will respond to had to be defined previously. In other words, you needed 
to know the media query before it occured so that you could attach listeners to it. 
The array looked like this:

[‘@media all and (max-width: 500px)’, ‘@media all and (min-width: 501px)’];

At this point, the media queries were defined in the CSS. The media queries had 
the selector block ready for the code to find. The code could identify the media 
queries to add a listener to. Time to put it all together.

The first function is defined above the loading code so that the function exists 
before it is used:

function findMatch(mql) {
  var rules;
  if (mql.matches) {
    arr = $.makeArray(document.styleSheets);
    arr = arr.forEach(function (val, index, arr) {
    rules = arr[index].rules || arr[index].cssRules;
    rulesLength = rules.length;
    for (innerCounter = 0; innerCounter < rulesLength; innerCounter++) {
      if (rules[innerCounter].cssText.indexOf(mql.media) !== -1) {
        value = rules[innerCounter].cssRules[0].selectorText.substring(1);
        window.cssTest.identifier = value;
        document.getElementById(‘sizeChangeResult’).innerHTML = value;
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        break;
        }
      }
    });
  }
}

The code will be passing in a MediaQueryList object. This function will be attached 
as a callback to the listener on every MediaQueryList object. The listener fires 
when the screen size loads or changes. This could also be accomplished using call 
or apply and passing the MediaQueryList object as “this”. It is important to note 
that every MediaQueryList’s listener will respond to the window size changes. The 
code needs to check if the MediaQueryList object being processed is the new 
active media query according to the browser. The if statement at the top performs 
this function using the MediaQueryList “matches” property. If this isn’t the active 
one, the code finishes.

if (mql.matches)

The next block of code will collect all the styleSheets currently being used by the 
document. The collection object is turned into an array for enumeration. The next 
step is to loop through the MediaQueryList’s rules. Unfortunately, the browser 
vendors differ on the exact syntax of the rules object. I believe the correct one 
according to the W3C is cssRules cssRules, however we have to work with what 
we have. Oddly, Internet Explorer returned objects for both rules and cssRules. 
Unfortunately, the returned objects were different and only the rules object worked 
for this purpose. Thus, we check for rules first.

rules = arr[index].rules || arr[index].cssRules;

Once we have all the rules we search through them to find the one matching the 
active query. The W3C spec outlines a robust model for reading style rules. I think 
the ideal would be to search only the CSSMediaRule objects which would limit the 
initial search to the ‘@media’ clauses. Implementation seemed to differ enough 
between browsers that it felt best to work at the lowest common denominator, 
so I skipped this particular optimization. Once we have the matching media block, 
we can grab the first cssRule under the active media block. The first rule is the 
one storing our variable. We grab the selector from that rule, strip out the first 
character (the “#”) and we have our value. Now that we have that value we can use 
it to guide the JavaScript code.
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if (rules[innerCounter].cssText.indexOf(mql.media) !== -1) {
  value = rules[innerCounter].cssRules[0].selectorText.substring(1);
  window.cssTest.identifier = value;

Now that we know how to grab the value, it’s time to attach the listener:

if (window.matchMedia || window.msMatchMedia) {
  block = window.cssTest.media_queries;
  for (var counter = 0; counter < block.length; counter++) {
    fragment = block[counter].substr(7);
    mql = window.matchMedia(fragment) || window.msMatchMedia(fragment);
    if (mql) {
      mql.addListener(findMatch);
      findMatch(mql);
      window.cssTest.mQListeners.push(mql);
    }
  }
}

The function starts with some old-fashioned feature detection. This ensures that we 
only add this functionality to browsers that can use the MediaQueryList functionality. 
We could also add an else clause to handle browsers that don’t support this feature. 
I didn’t include an else clause for this example in order to keep things focused. In 
order to proceed we grab the list of possible media queries from the JavaScript 
array discussed earlier. This piece could definitely use some optimization for future 
use. This is the conundrum from above where we need to know the media query 
clause ahead of time to attach a listener to it. In this sample, we grab the pre-
populated block of queries and loop through them.

block = window.cssTest.media_queries;
for (var counter = 0; counter < block.length; counter++) {

Next we strip the @media substring out of the query clause and then pass it to the 
window for parsing. The window returns a MediaQueryList object that matches 
that media query. The window is not parsing or referencing our CSS to do this. The 
window is creating an object that is equipped to represent that media query. It is 
making an abstraction to represent a media query with the supplied properties. The 
abstraction is compared to CSS media queries when the window changes or loads. 
This is the reason for the MediaQueryList.matches function we used above. We 
need to ask the window if it’s abstraction matches the screen. The CSS component 
is tangential and not directly related to the window’s use of the MediaQueryList.
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Finally, a listener is added to the new media query abstraction which will fire when 
the window loads or changes dimensions. Once attached, we manually call the 
findMatch function so that the code runs once on initial load. Finally, we keep 
the media queries in a global level namespace so they don’t leave scope and get 
garbage collected.

mql.addListener(findMatch);
findMatch(mql);
window.cssTest.mQListeners.push(mql);

I think the approach here could be optimized. Before writing this article, I thought 
it an edge case. However, having explored it again, I think it might have more use 
than I initially gave it credit for. The real power here is using the CSS to define the 
JavaScript’s reaction. No JavaScript tricks or caveats are required to measure the 
screen. The browser informs the code directly of what the browser considers the 
size to be. The code can also react to a wide range of sizes with only limited 
knowledge of potential configurations. I think I may be giving this approach a 
second look in my future projects.
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Note: The code is running in the fiddle linked below. If you drag the browser width, 
the text in the result window will change based on size. Window width below 500 
px will show “test1” and width above 501px will show “test2”.

David Posin
JavaScript Architect at 

Scrollmotion, Inc.

his blog share

githubgoogle+
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JSON is a native object to AngularJS so working solely with JSON examples is easy. In 
the real world, however, you’ll probably need to deal with other types of data sources, 
like XML. Before I get too wordy, let’s start with what you’re really here for…the 
example:

THE FINISHED PRODUCT

“You problably need to 
deal with data types like 

XML”
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While the finished product looks like the result of 15 minutes of coding, I have to 
admit that it took me significantly longer to figure out. If you search the Angular 
Developer Guide or API for “XML” you’re going to come up woefully absent of 
useful results. Googling won’t get you much further. As frustration began to set in, 
I started thinking about what made loading an XML file more difficult than loading 
a JSON file. The answer is: not much!

Angular likes JSON, and can you blame it? Angular is a JavaScript toolset and 
JSON is JavaScript Object Notation, a native brethren. XML, on the other hand, 
is tag-based markup…a foreign language to Angular. What I needed was a way to 
make Angular understand what XML was trying to communicate.

The key to overcoming any language gap is to have a translator. If there were a 
way to translate XML to JSON before handing it to the application then I could 
eliminate the language gap, and the problem.

A quick search for xml converters turned up multiple results. I chose Abdulla 
Abdurakhmano’s X2JS library because it was the first one I came across, it was 
lightweight, and it was pretty easy to use.

The code required to perform the translation is short and simple. Provide the library 
with XML, tell it which method to use, and receive JSON in return:

function(xml) {
 var x2js = new X2JS();
 var json = x2js.xml_str2json( xml );
 return json;
}

Now that I had a solution to the language gap I needed to decide where to implement 
it. Angular’s $http service conveniently applies transformation functions for both 
requests and responses. These functions apply transformations to data when it is 
sent and received, and they can be overridden.

THE EXPLANATION

BRIDGING THE LANGUAGE GAP

WHERE TO STICK IT

3 of 5
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Using the X2JS conversion code as a transformResponse function it was simple to 
get the $http service to read in XML and return JSON to the application, effectively 
creating the translator I needed. The results look something like this:

angular.module(‘myApp.service’,[]).
    factory(‘DataSource’, [‘$http’,function($http){
       return {
           get: function(callback){
                $http.get(
                    ‘data.xml’,
                    {transformResponse:function(data) {
                      // convert the data to JSON and provide
                      // it to the success function below
                        var x2js = new X2JS();
                        var json = x2js.xml_str2json( data );
                        return json;
                        }
                    }
                ).
                success(function(data, status) {
                    // send the converted data back
                    // to the callback function
                    callback(data);
                })
           }
       }
    }]);
     
angular.module(‘myApp’,[‘myApp.service’]);
 
var AppController = function($scope,DataSource) {
     
    //This is the callback function
    setData = function(data) {
        $scope.dataSet = data;
    }
         
    DataSource.get(setData);
     
}

That’s really all there is to it! The example above will retrieve an xml file named 
“data.xml”, convert it to JSON, and assign the results to $scope.dataSet.

4 of 5
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XML comes in all shapes and sizes. Some use attributes, others don’t, and many 
use a combination of both. Some XML files use a proper header, others are just 
fragments. Your application will likely require tweaking to get the data into the 
shape that your application requires. Always read the docs, read the comments, 
and experiment.

The example at the beginning of this post is a great starting point. Fork it and 
experiment with different libraries or XML formats.

Keep on Coding!

THE CAVEAT

Glenn Gervais
Web developer

his blog

twitter

share

github
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Anvil.js is a “Convention Over Configuration” (CoC) build system developed by 
Alex Robson and sponsored by appendTo. anvil’s philosophy is to be a build system 
that stays out of your way.  To do this, it uses conventions to determine how your 
build shoud be run. You can easily deviate from conventions by providing additional 
configuration information, and if that’s not enough, you can fall back to imperative-
style build manipulation using custom tasks.

To get started, simply run…

>> npm install -g anvil.js

The conventions for a build’s directories are as follows…
 - src: Place all of the source you need in your build in here.
 - lib: The output of the build will go here.
 - spec: The default directory for tests.
 - ext: The default directory for any 3rd party libs.

After creating at least the src directory, you can start adding code into it. Anvil.js has 
an import system to allow you to completely customize the output of a project. For 
example, take a look at the following code.

(function( global ) {
    //import(“search.js”);
    //import(“ui.js”);
    //import(“vent.js”)
 
    global.app = {
        init: function(){
            app.vent.on( “search”, this.search, this );
 
            this.ui.init();
        },
        search: search,
        ui: ui,
        vent: vent

RUNNING A SIMPLE BUILD
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    };
 
}( window ));
 
app.init();

The import statement in comments will take the contents of those files and output 
them into index.js and exclude them from outputting in the lib directory.  The 3 
other files look like…

// search.js
var search = function( query ) {
    var url = “http://search.twitter.com/search.json?q=:q”;
 
    $.ajax({
        url: url.replace( “:q”, query ),
        dataType: “jsonp”,
        success: function( data ) {
            app.vent.trigger({
                topic: “search.done”,
                data: data.results
            });
        }
    });
};

//ui.js
var ui = {
    init: function() {
        app.vent.on( “search.done”, this.done );
 
        $( “#search” ).on( “change”, function() {
            app.vent.trigger({
                topic: “search”,
                data: $(event.target).val()
            });
        });
    },
    done: function( data ) {
        var $ul = $( “ul#tweets” ),
            str = [];
 
        $.each( data, function() {
str.push( “</pre>
<ul>

3 of 7
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    <li>” + this.text + “</li>
</ul>
<pre>
“ );
        });
 
        $ul.empty().append( str.join(“”) );
 
        return this;
    }
};

//vent.js
var channel = postal.channel( “search” );
var vent = {
    on: function( topic, fn ) {
        channel.subscribe( topic, fn );
    },
    off: function() {
        channel.unsubscribe();
    },
    trigger: function( env ) {
        channel.publish( env );
    }
};

Now simply navigate to the root of the project and run…

>>anvil
 
checking for 0 build dependencies
loading plugins
loading tasks from C:\Users\Jonathan\nodeprojects\searchtwitteranvil\tasks
plugin configuration complete
starting activity, identify
        running plugin: ‘anvil.identify’
Scanning source directory: C:\Users\Jonathan\nodeprojects\searchtwitteranvil\
src
 
        found 1 directories with 7 files
        found 0 spec files
        running plugin: ‘anvil.headers’
starting activity, pull
        running plugin: ‘anvil.markdown’
        running plugin: ‘anvil.workset’

4 of 7
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        prepping ‘\index.html’
        prepping ‘\public\javascripts\index.js’
        prepping ‘\public\javascripts\postal.js’
        prepping ‘\public\javascripts\search.js’
        prepping ‘\public\javascripts\ui.js’
        prepping ‘\public\javascripts\underscore.js’
        prepping ‘\public\javascripts\vent.js’
        prepping ‘\header.js’
starting activity, combine
        running plugin: ‘anvil.concat’
        running plugin: ‘anvil.combiner’
starting activity, pre-process
        running plugin: ‘anvil.jslint’
        running plugin: ‘anvil.token’
        running plugin: ‘anvil.concat’
starting activity, compile
        running plugin: ‘anvil.transform’
        running plugin: ‘anvil.combiner’
starting activity, post-process
        running plugin: ‘anvil.replacemin’
        running plugin: ‘anvil.uglify’
        running plugin: ‘anvil.docco’
starting activity, push
        running plugin: ‘anvil.headers’
        running plugin: ‘anvil.output’
starting activity, test
        running plugin: ‘anvil.jasmine’
build completed

Anvil will look at the code in your src directory and output it to your lib directory. 
We get all of that by following conventions!

Anvil is a plugin based system, down even to several of the core pieces. And the 
best part is it’s really easy to add your own plugin into Anvil. The default directory 
for all Anvil plugins including the core plugins is your home dir, ~/.anvilextensions.

There are two ways of adding plugins. One, is through a “extensions”, directory. 
Simply add a folder to a tasks directory in your project such as “extensions/mytask” 
and put either an index.js or a mytask.js file in there, then add the following base 
code…

var somePluginFactory = function( _, anvil ) {
    anvil.plugin({

ANVIL IS PLUGIN BASED

5 of 7
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        // Name your plugin
        name: “anvil.somePlugin”,
        // Activity list: “identify”, “pull”, “combine”, “pre-
process”,”compile”, “post-process”, “push”, “test”
        activity: “post-process”,
        // Command all the things [ “-s, --somecommand”, “Run this plugin for 
awesomesauce” ]
        commander: [],
        // Configure all the things...
        configure: function( config, command, done ) {
            done();
        },
        // Run all the things...
        run: function( done ) {
            done();
        }
    });
};
 
module.exports = pluginFactory

This code, as well as a Sublime Text 2 snippet is available via a gist. You pretty 
much just name it, choose the activity you wan it to run in, setup a command for it 
if you need one, setup configuration for it in the configure function, and then setup 
the code for running it in the run function. Almost too easy.

That’s plugin creation version 1.

Plugin version 2 requires you to setup a new folder outside your current project. 
Then you’d basically follow the same procedure as setting up a new project with a 
src directory, and add your plugin into that src directory.

Then when you are ready to test your installation, you can run…

anvil install ./

This will install the plugin to your system and put it with the rest of Anvil’s plugins 
in ~/.anvilextensions. The way to make your plugin available publicly is to simply 
add a package.config with npm init and publish it to npm. That will allow others to 
use your plugin simply by…

anvil install [pluginName]

6 of 7
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That’s it for the basics of how to get a project up and running easily with Anvil. 
There are already several plugins for Anvil including.

https://github.com/arobson/anvil.uglify
https://github.com/arobson/anvil.jade
https://github.com/jcreamer898/anvil.docco
https://github.com/arobson/anvil-stylus
https://github.com/mikehostetler/anvil.sass
https://github.com/brianedgerton/anvil.haml
https://github.com/elijahmanor/anvil.jslint
https://github.com/elijahmanor/anvil.csslint
https://github.com/arobson/anvil.coffee
https://github.com/brianedgerton/anvil.less
https://github.com/elijahmanor/anvil.jshint
https://github.com/brianedgerton/anvil.compass
https://github.com/jcreamer898/anvil.jasmine
https://github.com/arobson/anvil.mocha
https://github.com/anviljs/anvil.markdown

And there’s many more coming!

Jonathan Creamer
JavaScript Engineer

his blog

twitter

share

github
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In the previous part, I showed an extremely simple test whose only purpose is to 
highlight how Jasmine works. This post will take those pieces and start doing something 
more dynamic with our source code. The Source and the Spec are going to change.

One reason to unit test is to confirm your code works despite internal changes to the 
source. As your application changes and matures, it can be daunting to ensure your 
old code still works. Properly created and maintained unit tests make this much less 
scary. You add a feature, run all your tests. Everything passes, then you are in good 
shape. If something breaks, you know it now and not when the customer finds it. Once 
everything passes you can move on to your next set of changes with relative certainty 
your application still works.  This article will set us up to show that principle in action 
over the next 2 posts.

The first change we are going to make is to create a source. We are using a JSFiddle 
to keep everything located in one place for easier review.  In true practice, the source 
code is a separate file or files.  At this point, I try to think of tests in terms of objects 
and functionality, not the files that hold them.  Ultimately, where your source files live 
will be dictated by the system being tested.

Our source code is going to be a simple type with a constructor and a function.  The 
object constructor will receive a literal with 2 properties: a and b. Those values are 
then assigned to internal properties, number1 and number2, on the JasmineTester 
object.  The total function will take the JasmineTester’s internal number1 and number2 
properties and add them together, then return the result.

“If something breaks, you 
know it now and not when 

the customer finds it.”
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Our changes to the spec are going to be minor.  The spec makes a new JasmineTester 
object, called testObject, and passes in a=2 and b=2.  Our expectation is that calling 
testObject’s total function will return 4. The total function does indeed return 4.  
Test passed!

Our next steps will be to enhance the JasmineTester’s constructor function to 
handle multiple incoming values.  However, this test will be unchanged.  We will 
add to the spec as we go along, but this simple test will remain as is.  This is 
how it should be in regular production environments.  The tests you made in the 
beginning should continue to pass through most code modifications (system level 
re-writes and architecture overhauls will require new tests).

If this was real production code, and we needed to enhance JasmineTester 6 months 
from now, this simple test would let us know that code built to use the current 
JasmineTester object still worked.

David Posin
JavaScript Architect at 

Scrollmotion, Inc.

his blog share

githubgoogle+
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I recently posted regarding the use of Push Notifications on both iOS 
and Android with PhoneGap. Both of those addressed sending push 
notifications from a general 3rd party server where you write the server 
side push code. However, there are many services out there you can 
leverage for sending push notifications as well and this post will address 
Pushwoosh in particular.

What’s nice about Pushwoosh is they have a free offering with basic push features to 
get you started and their service applies to multiple platforms in general as well as 
offering plugins and samples for PhoneGap applications targeting iOS, Android, and 
Windows Phone 7. I noticed there also appears to be a plugin available and supported 
with PhoneGap Build. With all the PhoneGap support it seemed like a great service to 
blog about in addition to my recent push notification posts.

To use Pushwoosh, your PhoneGap application uses a PushNotification plugin to 
communicate with the Pushwoosh APIs. You configure this plugin just like any other. 
For iOS you add it to the Cordova.plist and put the classes in the plugins folder. Below 
is an example of how the plugin looks in the Cordova.plist.

OVERVIEW

“There are many services out 
there you can leverage for 

sending push notifications...”
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For Android you include the jars/java files and add the plugin to the list of plugins 
for your app (usually in config.xml or cordova.xml), for instance:

<plugins>
...
    <plugin name=”Camera” value=”org.apache.cordova.CameraLauncher”/>
    <plugin name=”Contacts” value=”org.apache.cordova.ContactManager”/>
    <plugin name=”PushNotification” value=”com.pushwoosh.test.plugin.
pushnotifications.PushNotifications” onload=”true”/>
...
</plugins>

For both platforms you’ll see a PushNotification.js file in the samples that 
has a set of calls for registering/unregistering for push notifications, as 
well as some other nice functions (sending current location, getting status 
etc), an excerpt is shown below:

...
    // Call this to register for push notifications and retreive a deviceToken
    PushNotification.prototype.registerDevice = function(config, success, fail) 
{
        cordova.exec(success, fail, “PushNotification”, “registerDevice”, 
config ? [config] : []);
    };
 
    // Call this to set tags for the device
    PushNotification.prototype.setTags = function(config, success, fail) {
        cordova.exec(success, fail, “PushNotification”, “setTags”, config ? 
[config] : []);
    };
 
    //Android Only----
    PushNotification.prototype.unregisterDevice = function(success, fail) {
        cordova.exec(success, fail, “PushNotification”, “unregisterDevice”, 
[]);
    };
     
    PushNotification.prototype.startGeoPushes = function(success, fail) {
        cordova.exec(success, fail, “PushNotification”, “startGeoPushes”, []);
    };
 
    PushNotification.prototype.stopGeoPushes = function(success, fail) {
        cordova.exec(success, fail, “PushNotification”, “stopGeoPushes”, []);
    };
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    //Android End----
     
    //iOS only----
    // Call this to send geo location for the device
    PushNotification.prototype.sendLocation = function(config, success, fail) {
        cordova.exec(success, fail, “PushNotification”, “sendLocation”, config 
? [config] : []);
    };
..

Actual example usage of the PushNotification.js calls from JavaScript can be found under the 
Android Setup section further on in this post…

It will save you time to keep this link open in a browser for the Pushwoosh documentation 
reference.

• Go to the Pushwoosh website, click on Start Now and sign up for a free account/
• Once logged in, you will be taken to an applications page.
• Create a new application and name it something meaningful to you. The name 

doesn’t have to match anything in particular, but you will use the associated app 
id (more to come on that).

GETTING STARTED
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• Once created, configure the different platforms your application will run on. In 
my case I just configured iOS and Android for use with a PhoneGap application.

• Android Configuration requires a Google Cloud Messaging API Key (see below 
for more setup details):

iOS Configuration requires your Apple certificate (.cer file) and key (.p12) if you’re 
using the manual and free service:

5 of 14
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There’s a guide to specifically getting the certificate and key set up through Apple 
here, or you can also visit my Push Notifications for iOS post.

Be sure to use the exact app ID and package name chosen in the Apple Developer Portal 
in your iOS application in XCode as well. If you’ve ever done push notifications with iOS this 
should be a familiar process to you.

If you have a premium account much of this manual configuration work can be done for you 
by just entering your Apple credentials in the Auto tab above.

Requirements

• Google Cloud Messaging (GCM) Project Number
It can be found in the URL after the #project, for example my GCM console URL 
is: https://code.google.com/apis/console/#project:824842663931, so my GCM 
project # is 824842663931.

• Pushwoosh App ID
This is found when you click on any of the applications defined within Pushwoosh, 
such as circled in the screenshot below:

ANDROID APPLICATION SETUP
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Steps

1. Download the Pushwoosh Android for PhoneGap sample either from the 
Pushwoosh applications page by hovering over the platform such as shown in 
the screenshot below, or go to this link to always grab the latest (be sure to pick 
the Android-PhoneGap link).
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2. Now follow these instructions to make your application work with Pushwoosh. 
Step 6 is where you need to use your own GCM project number and Pushwoosh 
app id as noted in the requirements. Here’s an example of some code to register 
the device and listen for push notifications:

initPushwoosh: function() {
        var pushNotification = window.plugins.pushNotification;
    pushNotification.registerDevice({ projectid: “824842663931”, appid : 
“A49E7-43076” },
            function(status) {
                var pushToken = status;
                console.warn(‘push token: ‘ + pushToken);
            },
            function(status) {
                console.warn(JSON.stringify([‘failed to register ‘, status]));
            }
    );
        document.addEventListener(‘push-notification’, function(event) {            
            var title = event.notification.title;
            var userData = event.notification.userdata;
            if (typeof(userData) != “undefined”) {
               console.warn(‘user data: ‘ + JSON.stringify(userData));
            }    
            navigator.notification.alert(title);
    });
    },

By default you will not see notifications while the application is running or in the foreground. 
If you would like to still receive them while the application is open on Android, uncomment 
the following line in the PushNotification.java code:

//uncomment this code if you would like to receive the notifications in the app 
bypassing notification center if the app is in the foreground
cordova.getActivity().registerReceiver(mReceiver, intentFilter);
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1. Retrieve your Pushwoosh App ID. As above, this is found when you click on any 
of the applications defined within Pushwoosh, such as circled in the screenshot 
below:

2. Next simply follow the in-depth instructions here.

IOS APPLICATION SETUP
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• Stats
The Pushwoosh web client also has a Stats page to help you determine how 
many messages you’ve pushed etc. You can also determine if the messages were 
successful or potential errors by combining data here along with the Pushes page. 
Here are a couple of screenshots from Stats and Pushes pages respectively:

OTHER COOL STUFF
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Advanced Notifications
You can configure more advanced notifications that can have the notification 
open a URL or custom page when clicked containing HTML content and images 
etc. You can also set a special sound for iOS and Android, a badge (iOS), and 
options in the advanced notifications options.
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• Here’s a screenshot of how you can use their 
website to create a new page to be shown upon 
notification click:

• And here it is when opened on iOS from clicking 
the notification:
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• Geozones
You can set up locations as zones to automatically push messages to the device 
when it has entered that zone through their Geozones feature. This is very useful 
for geofencing type apps. More to come in a further blog post on that!

• Tags
Use their API’s for setting tags to identify different types of users or preferences 
etc. More information about Pushwoosh and using tags can be found here.

The PhoneGap plugins for Pushwoosh include support for this as well  .

• Great Support
I was very impressed with the support I received while trying out this service. 
They were quick to respond with meaningful information and went out of their 
way to add some additional code to aid in some specific testing I was doing to 
try out their geozones offering which I will be posting about specifically next.

• New Features Coming…
In my exchanges I was also informed of some cool new features in the works and 
big enhancements to their Stats and website overall so it definitely seems like 
a great option to check out! Keep up with the latest happenings on their blog 
here.
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Here’s a quick summary page of the options available through Pushwoosh currently:

PUSHWOOSH PLANS

Holly Schinsky
Developer Evangelist

hER blog
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It is often said that the only constant in software development is change. In web 
development there is another constant: browser inconsistencies. One of the biggest 
challenges of developing on the web is that applications are viewed on a wide range 
of platforms, browsers, and devices.

How does a modern web designer or web developer know if a certain feature will be 
available on their target platforms?

One answer is Modernizr, a popular open-source feature-detection JavaScript library. 
Modernizr provides a wide range of solutions to help designers and developers take 
advantage of HTML5 and CSS3 despite uneven browser support.

The first step, of course, is to download Modernizr. When you download Modernizr, 
you have the option to download either the full development version or create a custom 
version that only includes the features you intend to use. Since you have to load this 
script at the start of the page, you will want your version of the Modernizr library to 
be as lightweight as possible in your production environment. For now though, use the 
development version, which includes all of the supported features.

To begin using Modernizr in your project you have to add the library to each page that 
will employ it. Here is a basic HTML5 document:

GETTING STARTED

“Take advantage of HTML5 
and CSS3 despite uneven 

browser support”
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<!DOCTYPE html>
<html class=”no-js” lang=”en”>
<head>
  <meta charset=”utf-8”>
  <title>Hello Modernizr</title>
  <script src=”js/modernizr.js”></script>
</head>
<body>
</body>
</html>

The code above loads the modernizr.js file in the <head> element of the document 
rather than in the bottom of the page where scripts are usually placed for 
performance reasons. For all Modernizr features to work properly, this <script> 
tag must be included in the <head> section.

You will also notice that the <html> tag on the above page has a class of “no-js” 
attached to it. When Modernizr loads, it removes this class and replaces it with a 
“js” class. Then, along with the js class, the library will add classes for all the features 
that the browser supports and other classes for the features that the browser does 
not support.

For example, here is what the <head> tag looks like in a current version of Chrome:

<html class=”js no-touch postmessage history multiplebgs boxshadow opacity
 cssanimations csscolumns cssgradients csstransforms csstransitions fontface
 localstorage sessionstorage svg inlinesvg blobbuilder blob bloburls download
 formdata”>

Now compare that with that with the <head> tag in an older browser, Internet 
Explorer 7:

<html class=”js no-touch postmessage no-history no-multiplebgs no-boxshadow 
no-opacity no-cssanimations no-csscolumns no-cssgradients no-csstransforms 
no-csstransitions fontface localstorage sessionstorage no-svg no-inlinesvg 
wf-loading no-blobbuilder no-blob no-bloburls no-download no-formdata”>

You can use these injected classes in your CSS to style your content differently 
based on available support for particular features. For example, you might want to 
style your button elements to have a partially transparent background. The initial 
CSS might look like this:

CSS INJECTED CLASSES
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.button {
   background: #000;
   opacity: 0.75;
}

If the browser does not support CSS opacity, you’ll get a button with a black 
background instead of the grey semi-transparent button you want.

Using the “.no-opacity” class added by Modernizr, you can override the initial CSS 
with the following CSS to accommodate less capable browsers:

.no-opacity .button {
   background: #444;
}

You can also approach this problem in the reverse manner, handling the base design 
and progressively enhancing it for more capable browsers; for example:

.button {
   background: #444;
}

.opacity .button {
   background: #000;
   opacity: 0.75;
}

The method you use is entirely up to you and your design philosophy (enhancement 
vs. degradation). With each CSS rule targeting the support or non-support of a 
feature, your stylesheet may become quite complex. You also may need to consider 
how the page will appear if the Modernizr library is not loaded (for example, if 
JavaScript is disabled).

In addition to injecting CSS classes into your HTML, Modernizr also creates a 
JavaScript object within your document named Modernizr. This object enables you 
test each feature to see if it is supported by the browser. Here are a few simple 
examples:

Modernizr.cssgradients; //True in Chrome, False in IE7
Modernizr.fontface; //True in Chrome, True in IE7
Modernizr.geolocation; //True in Chrome, False in IE7

JAVASCRIPT FEATURE DETECTION
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These tests can be used to create logic branches:
if (Modernizr.canvas){
// Can use easeljs to draw!
} else {
   // Provide some fallback
}

if (Modernizr.touch){
// Can’t use hover or rollover/rollouts events
} else {
   // 
}

However, this approach can get quite messy as your code grows. A better approach 
is to conditionally load JavaScript resources based on the results of Modernizr 
tests.

Bundled with the Modernizr library is an asynchronous conditional resource loader. 
Independently known as yepnope.js, this loader enables you to specify, based on 
the result of the given test, which JavaScript or CSS files to load. Here is an example:

Modernizr.load({
  test :        Modernizr.localstorage,
  yep  :        ‘localStorage.js’,
  nope :        ‘alt-storageSystem.js’
  Complete :    function () { enableStorgeSaveUI();}
});

In the above example, the loader tests to see if the browser supports localstorage. 
If it does, then it will asynchronously load the localStorage.js file. If the browser 
does not support localstorage functionality, then it will load the alt-storageSystem.
js file instead.

You do not always need to fragment your code to support both the yep and nope 
cases. For example, you can use this mechanism to load only the needed JavaScript 
code and CSS for use on touch devices:

Modernizr.load({
  test : Modernizr.touch,
  Yep :  [‘js/touch.js’, ‘css/touchStyles.css’]
});

THE MODERNIZR LOADER
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You can use Modernizr.load()to “patch” the browser with shims (bits of code that 
emulate missing browser functionality) and polyfills (a specific class of shims that 
aim to replicate missing functionality exactly). Thus, if a shim or polyfill for the 
feature is available, you can correct any missing features in a user’s browser when, 
for example, a client might require that the look or functionality match across all 
browsers.

A good example of this is the HTML5 input type for dates. On supported browsers 
we have access to robust datepicker

But this control is only supported in about half of the browsers. For about browser 
support of an HTML5 or CSS3 feature, I refer to http://caniuse.com/. But there is 
a nice fallback using jQuery UI to polyfill our page. By using Modernizr’s loading 
capabilities, we can load the four files needed to recreate a date picker for those 
browsers.

Modernizr.load({
  test :     Modernizr.inputtype && Modernizr.inputtypes.date,
  nope :     [‘js/jquery.js’, ‘js/jquery-ui.js’, ‘css/jquery-ui.css’, 
‘js/datepicker.js’]
});

Two resources I use when I need a polyfill are HTML5Please and Webshims Lib. 
Both of these sites offer a great collection of solutions, but I recommend that you 
always research and understand a shim or polyfill before you use it so that you are 
aware of any potential issues that it might introduce.

Another bonus provided by Modernizr is that html5shiv is also included in the 

USING SHIMS AND POLYFILLS
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library. The html5shiv library enables older versions of Internet Explorer to correctly 
handle certain HTML5 sectioning tags (like <article> or <section>).

Beyond the assistance of the html5shiv library in working with Internet Explorer, 
Modernizr also provides a set of CSS conditional classes. Modeled after HTML5 
Boilerplate, these classes enable you to set CSS rules that target specific versions 
of Internet Explorer. By placing this HTML before your <html> element, these 
conditional will be triggered by Internet Explorer, along the proper CSS class 
associated with that version of Internet Explorer.

<!--[if lt IE 7]>     <html class=”no-js ie lt-ie9 lt-ie8 lt-ie7”> <![endif]-->
<!--[if IE 7]>        <html class=”no-js ie lt-ie9 lt-ie8”> <![endif]-->
<!--[if IE 8]>        <html class=”no-js ie lt-ie9”> 
<![endif]-->
<!--[if IE 9]>        <html class=”no-js ie lt-ie10”> <![endif]-->
<html class=”no-js”>

For example, if your design relies using the box-shadow property, which is not 
supported in Internet Explorer 6 through Internet Explorer 8, you target those 
browsers with this custom CSS:

/* IE6-8 Specific Code */
body.lt-ie7 #box,
body.lt-ie8 #box,
body.lt-ie9 #box {
   zoom: 1;
   filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.DropShadow(OffX=5, OffY=5,
 Color=#ff0000);
}

When you’re ready to deploy your site, it’s recommended to create a customized 
production version of Modernizr that contains only those elements that you actually 
need. This can reduce the size of the Modernizr library from 42 KB (uncompressed) 
to as little as 2 KB, depending on which features you choose. You can use the 
Modernizr download page to select the options you need.

DEALING WITH INTERNET EXPLORER

CREATING A PRODUCTION VERSION
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The options are conveniently grouped in categories: CSS3, HTML5, Miscellaneous, 
and Extra. There are some additional options for extensibility and non-core 
detection.

There are many more ways you can use Modernizr in your next project. Take the 
time to read over the documentation for a complete overview of the library’s full 
capabilities. Also spend some time exploring HTML5Please and WebShims; they 
can be a great help in creating incredible experiences in almost any browser.

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE

Chris Griffith
Staff Engineer
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For some reason, I never took a real good look at SVG (MozDev link) in the past. I 
knew, conceptually, that it was a way to describe graphics in XML format and I knew 
Adobe had a large amount of history/support behind it, but I never really thought it 
was useful for what I do in my day to day work. That was until last week when a reader 
sent in an interesting question.

The reader wanted to take county data for America and render it on screen. Initially I 
was at a loss as to how this would be done. Obviously the AJAX portion wasn’t a big 
deal, but I had no idea how in the heck this would be rendered. The reader then linked 
me to this resource, a map of America in SVG with each county defined in pure, glorious 
data. I did a bit of research and discovered that SVG data exists in the browser DOM. 
This means you can edit - as far as I know - pretty much anything - related to the data. 
Woot!

I decided to start simple though. I knew that Adobe Illustrator could spit out SVG files, 
so I opened up Illustrator and used all of my artistic talent to create this.

“A good way to describe 
graphics in XML format”
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While not the most exciting graphic in the world, it gave me something to start 
with. The SVG file is completely XML based. You can see the source for it here:

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?>
<!-- Generator: Adobe Illustrator 16.2.1, SVG Export Plug-In . SVG Version: 
6.00 Build 0)  -->
<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN” “http://www.w3.org/Graphics/
SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd”>
<svg version=”1.1” id=”Layer_1” xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/2000/svg” 
xmlns:xlink=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink” x=”0px” y=”0px”
   width=”300px” height=”300px” viewBox=”0 0 300 300” enable-background=”new 0 
0 300 300” xml:space=”preserve”>
<rect x=”19” y=”37” fill=”#52B848” stroke=”#000000” stroke-miterlimit=”10” 
width=”80” height=”59” id=”greenBlock” />
<rect x=”168” y=”53” fill=”#E61E25” stroke=”#000000” stroke-miterlimit=”10” 
width=”80” height=”59”/>
<rect x=”35” y=”179” fill=”#DFE21D” stroke=”#000000” stroke-miterlimit=”10” 
width=”227” height=”81”/>
<text transform=”matrix(1 0 0 1 102 215)” font-family=”’MyriadPro-Regular’” 
font-size=”12” id=”textBlock”>TESTING</text>
</svg>

Having never seen SVG before you can take a good guess as to what each part 
does. I did a bit of research and discovered that one way to access the SVG data 
is via the getSVGDocument() DOM call. In order for this to work though you have 
to wait for a load event on the image. I used an object tag to embed the SVG file, 
added an event listener, and then did two simple modifications.

<script>
 
function svgloaded() {
  console.log(“test”);
 var svgEmbed = document.querySelector(“#svgembed”);
 var svg = svgEmbed.getSVGDocument();
 
 var td = svg.getElementById(“textBlock”);
 td.textContent = “Foo”;
 
 var gn = svg.getElementById(“greenBlock”);
 gn.setAttribute(“fill”, “#ff0000”);
 
}
 
document.addEventListener(“DOMContentLoaded”, function(){
 
 var svgEmbed = document.querySelector(“#svgembed”);
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 svgEmbed.addEventListener(“load”, svgloaded);
 
},false);
</script>
 
<object data=”Untitled-1.svg” id=”svgembed”></object>

Not terribly exciting, but also pretty darn simple. You can run the demo here or 
check this screenshot:

I tested this in Chrome, Firefox, and IE10 and it worked great there. From what 
I could see in my research, the “basics” of SVG worked pretty well everywhere, 
but the more advanced options weren’t universally available. (Check out this list of 
SVG options at CanIUse.com for more information.)

So given that we have JavaScript access to individual parts of a SVG document 
and we can easily modify that data, I took a look back at the American county SVG 
document. It is a very large file (about 2 Megs) and includes data that ‘draws’ each 
county in a path tag. Here is an example of two counties.

<path
     style=”font-size:12px;fill:#d0d0d0;fill-rule:nonzero;stroke:#000000;stro
ke-opacity:1;stroke-width:0.1;stroke-miterlimit:4;stroke-dasharray:none;stroke-
linecap:butt;marker-start:none;stroke-linejoin:bevel”
     d=”M 345.25498,268.988 L 345.54298,269.051 L 345.62898,269.092 L 
347.56698,273.203 L 345.67898,273.306 L 345.24598,272.761 L 344.01998,271.43 L 
343.64598,271.151 L 345.25498,268.988”
     id=”22121”
     inkscape:label=”West Baton Rouge, LA” />
  <path
     style=”font-size:12px;fill:#d0d0d0;fill-rule:nonzero;stroke:#000000;stro
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ke-opacity:1;stroke-width:0.1;stroke-miterlimit:4;stroke-dasharray:none;stroke-
linecap:butt;marker-start:none;stroke-linejoin:bevel”
     d=”M 336.45198,274.027 L 338.12498,273.058 L 338.70498,276.839 L 
338.56598,277.345 L 337.41198,276.88 L 336.69998,276.384 L 335.77298,276.078 L 
334.94298,276.037 L 336.45198,274.027”
     id=”22055”
     inkscape:label=”Lafayette, LA” />

As I didn’t have access to any real data to display, I whipped up a quick ColdFusion 
script that parsed the XML, reads in the county data, and creates a value for each 
county from 1 to 10. For now, let’s assume the number represents how likely you are 
to be eaten by a grue. My script then saved this file as X.json, where X represented 
a year. I created files for 1990 to 1995. Now I had my data, I just needed to build 
the application around it.

One of the first things I wanted to do was ensure that this huge SVG file wasn’t 
dragging down the entire application. My boss, Alan Greenblatt, recently posted 
on this topic: Asynchronously Loading SVG. I decided to do something a bit more 
complex. While his solution would allow me to delay loading the SVG, I wanted 
to skip loading the SVG altogether if the browser supported IndexedDB. I quickly 
whipped up some logic to handle this.

var storeIndexedDB = false;
var db;
  
$(document).ready(function() {
   
 $(“#svg-content”).html(“<p>Loading content...</p>”);
 
 //check for indexeddb and cache
 if(“indexedDB” in window) {
  loadViaIndexedDB();                
 } else {
  loadViaAjax();
 }
});
 
function loadViaIndexedDB() {
 var openRequest = indexedDB.open(“svgdemo”,1);
 
 openRequest.onupgradeneeded = function(e) {
  var thisDB = e.target.result;
  
  console.log(“running onupgradeneeded”);
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  if(!thisDB.objectStoreNames.contains(“binarycache”)) {
   var os = thisDB.createObjectStore(“binarycache”, 
{autoIncrement:true});
   os.createIndex(“name”, “name”, {unique:true});
  }
 }
 
 openRequest.onsuccess = function(e) {
  console.log(“running onsuccess”);
  
  db = e.target.result;
 
  //Do we have it?
  var transaction = db.transaction([“binarycache”],”readonly”);
  var store = transaction.objectStore(“binarycache”);
  var index = store.index(“name”);
 
  var request = index.get(“usa.svg”);
 
  request.onsuccess = function(e) {
   
   var result = e.target.result;
   if(result) {
    console.log(‘had it in store’);
    loadSVG(result.data);
   } else {
    //Don’t have it, so load Ajax way and flag to cache
    storeIndexedDB = true;
    loadViaAjax();
   } 
  } 
 
 } 
 
 openRequest.onerror = function(e) {
  //Do something for the error
 }
   
}
  
function loadViaAjax() {
 $.get(“USA_Counties.svg”, {}, function(res) {
  console.log(“svg loaded via ajax”);
  if(storeIndexedDB) {
   console.log(“I supposed indexeddb, so will store”);
   db.transaction([“binarycache”],”readwrite”).
objectStore(“binarycache”).add({data:res,name:”usa.svg”});
  }
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  loadSVG(res);
 },”text”);
 
}

That’s quite a bit of code I suppose, but it really just boils down to the following 
steps:

1. The user’s browser supports IndexedDB
 1. Open the database and see if we need to create the initial store
 2. See if we have the data in there already
 3. If not, set a flag saying we are ready to store the SVG and fire off the request 
to load it via Ajax
2. No IndexedDB? No problem. Just load it via Ajax
3. And do one last check to see if we did support IndexedDB but just had not 
loaded yet. If so, store that puppy.

The end result is to then call loadSVG.

function loadSVG(data) {
 console.log(‘about to use the svg’);
 $(“#svg-content”).html(data);
 $(“.yearButton”).on(“click”, loadYear);
}

All this does is draw out the SVG into the DOM and add listeners to a few buttons. 
The buttons are used to load the remote JSON data I created earlier. Now let’s 
look at that.

function loadYear(e) {
 var year = $(this).text();
 $.get(year + “.json”, {}, function(res) {
  for(var i=0, len=res.length;i<len; i++) {
   //console.log(res[i].ID);
   var id = res[i].ID;
   var total = res[i].DATA;
   $(“#”+id).attr(“style”,”fill:”+dataToCol(total));
  }
 },”json”);
}
 
//I just translate 1-10 to a color
function dataToCol(x) {
 switch(x) {
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  case 1: return “#ff0000”;
  case 2: return “#d61a00”;
  case 3: return “#cd3300”;
  case 4: return “#b34d00”;
  case 5: return “#9a6600”;
  case 6: return “#808000”;
  case 7: return “#669A00”;
  case 8: return “#4db300”;
  case 9: return “#1ad600”;
  case 10: return “#00ff00”;
 }
}

loadYear is a relatively simple Ajax call to our JSON file. Once we have the data, I 
loop over each county, get the value, and translate the 1-10 value to a color from 
red to green. Thanks to Cliff Johnston (@iClifDotMe) for the RGB values.

The end result is pretty cool I think. The JSON files clock in at about 70K each so 
they aren’t too bad to load. You can see the full demo here: 

http://www.raymondcamden.com/demos/2013/feb/2/test3.html

For me, it took about 5 seconds to load initially, and each Ajax call “feels” about 
a second or so. Considering the amount of data being pushed around I feel like it 
performs adequately.

But then I decided that wasn’t enough. I figured if we are caching the county 
shapes, why not cache the remote data? I whipped up a quick modification to 
store the data in the SessionStorage cache of the browser.

function loadYear(e) {
 
 var year = $(this).text();
 
 if(“sessionStorage” in window && sessionStorage[year]) {
  renderYearData(JSON.parse(sessionStorage[year]));
 } else {
  $.get(year + “.json”, {}, function(res) {
   console.log(“storing to “+year);
   if(“sessionStorage” in window) sessionStorage[year] = res;
   renderYearData(JSON.parse(res));
  },”text”)
 }
}
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A trivial modification, but if you click around a bit it should be a bit snappier. You 
can find that demo here: 

http://www.raymondcamden.com/demos/2013/feb/2/test4.html

Raymond Camden
Adobe Evangelist

his blog

twitter

share

github
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APPLIneSS: Hi Lea, thank you for 
your time, we are very honored to 
have you featured in Appliness! Can 
you tell us a bit about yourself?

Lea Verou: Hi Maile! First off, thanks 
for the invitation to be featured in 
Appliness, I’m honored!

I’m Lea Verou, and I’m a front-end web 
developer with design tendencies. I’m 
passionate about open web standards 
and I love researching new ways to use 
them or make open source stuff (tools 
and libraries) to help people learn and 
use them more effectively. My most 
popular projects are Dabblet, Prism 
and -prefix-free. I work as a Developer 
Advocate for W3C and I’m a member 
of the CSS WG, which works on 
designing the CSS language itself. 

Apart from any tech-related interests 
I’m into psychology, philosophy, 
gourmet food, geeky webcomics and 
an embarrassingly large number of 
sitcoms. I’m also passionate about 
gender equality and how we, as a 
society, could advance towards it. 
Unlike what many feminists make it 
sound like, I strongly believe that true 
gender equality would actually benefit 
both sexes.

where did you grow up and how did 
you get into programming?

I grew up on the island of Lesbos, 
Greece, which technically makes me 
a Lesbian, as my colleague, Doug 
Schepers loves pointing out :) I moved 
to Athens with my mother during 
my teens, where I still live. I got into 
programming at age twelve, when I 
discovered Multimedia Fusion during 
a trip to the U.S. to visit some relatives 
in NY. It was a graphical IDE which let 
you make apps through a GUI using 
mathematical expressions. A year 
later, I decided to learn a programming 
language. I tried learning Visual C++, I 
bought a very thick book about it but 
couldn’t understand a thing. I figured 
I had to try something simpler and 
bought a book about Visual Basic 6 (!). 
It was much easier indeed and I made 
many apps with it over the years, which 
nobody used besides me (Moral: “If at 
first you fail, that’s one data point” —
Randall Munroe). Around 7 years later, 
I set up a forum website with a friend 
and discovered web development. 
After all these years of solitarily 
making apps that nobody else used, 
I was fascinated by how quickly after 
I coded something people used it, so 
I got hooked. I’ve actually written a 
longer version of the story on my blog.
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Can you tell us about your role with 
the w3C?

I work in Developer Relations, a new 
initiative that Doug Schepers started 
last year. W3C was interested in 
outreach for years, but there was no 
official Developer Relations activity 
before.

My role is pretty mixed. I help 
organize W3Conf, our conference for 
web designers and developers, I help 
develop and promote WebPlatform.
org, I talk about web standards at 
conferences around the world, I 
write articles about web standards in 
industry media and many other things. 
It’s a very diverse role and I’m quite 
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excited about it!

what was it that appealed to you 
about working for the w3C as 
opposed to the many other offers 
you have had?

I was interested in web standards since 
I found out what they are. I wanted 
to help them grow, get browsers 
to implement them interoperably, 
and make developers understand 
the value in developing standards-
compliant websites. Working in the 
core organization that produces web 
standards would enable me to do it 
more effectively and have a bigger 
impact.

Another thing was that I have been 
independent since the beginning of 
my career. The idea of suddenly having 
to focus my efforts into promoting a 
specific company or product seemed 
really strange to me. Instead, W3C is a 
non-profit and working for it requires 
me to promote nothing more than an 
interoperable, Open Web, something 
I already strongly believe in!

what unique expertise does your 
background as a designer bring to 
the w3C?

I’m currently the only designer on the 
W3C team, so it has proven very useful! 
The main issue is that demand exceeds 
supply. W3C is often criticized for 
bad visual design, so before joining, 
I believed the stereotype that W3C 
folks don’t care much about it. I was 
surprised to find the exact opposite 

is true: There were tons of people 
interested in my design help, so many 
that I don’t have enough time to help 
them all!

what does the w3C do, if anything, 
about vendors who implement 
proprietary features under the guise 
of a standard such as CSS? Are there 
any examples of these proprietary 
features eventually becoming part 
of the standards?

W3C cannot do much about it, 
besides doing our best to standardize 
according to author needs so 
there aren’t any significant gaps to 
be filled by proprietary features. 
However, often implementations 
predate standards and there is an 
abundance of such examples in the 
Open Web history. XMLHttpRequest 
was originally a proprietary ActiveX 
object by MS, contentEditable was 
also a proprietary IE extension, the 
same goes for the Drag & Drop API 
and more recently, CSS Masking is an 
attempt to standardize the proprietary 
-webkit-mask.

Having implementations come before 
standards can speed up adoption, 
but it comes with many risks. Usually 
APIs for these features are not as well 
thought-out, since they are developed 
in a single company and not in a diverse 
Working Group with many viewpoints 
to be considered. For example, the 
Drag & Drop API is unequivocally 
considered badly designed, yet we’re 
stuck with it due to its existing browser 
support.
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what are some common 
misconceptions about the w3C, 
working Groups and the role 
browser vendors play in these?

The most common misconception 
I encounter is that standards are 
created by W3C from up high, and 
the browser vendors have to comply 
without having much say. However, 
this couldn’t be further from the truth. 
Standards are developed in W3C 
Working Groups, but these are merely 
forums for interested parties to get 
together and discuss how standards 
are going to be developed. Most 
WG participants come from member 
companies. Only a small percentage 
(usually <5%) are W3C staff and 
another small percentage (<5% in 
most WGs) are Invited Experts.

I’ve actually written an article on .net 
magazine about this very topic, a few 
months ago: The top 8 web standards 
myths, debunked.

Have you gotten to meet Tim Berners-
Lee? If so, what was that like?

Yes, I can proudly admit I have! 
Achievement unlocked! I believe the 
first time was at TPAC 2012. I won’t 
lie: I was pretty starstruck. He is a very 
friendly and down-to-earth guy who 
doesn’t look down on anyone. However, 
I’m still struggling to silence the voice 
inside me that screams “WOW, you’re 
talking to Tim Berners-Lee right 
now!!!” every time I talk to him, which 
prevents me from concentrating on 

saying anything meaningful or even 
remotely smart. I’ve made progress 
though, last time I saw him I sounded 
almost normal :)
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It looks like your love of development 
and design started at an early age, 
how important has this blend of 
skills been throughout your career?

Very important. It allows me to develop 
smaller scale projects (such as my own 
open source stuff, my slides or client 

projects back in the day) with a good 
degree of self-sufficiency and it also 
brought more self-sufficiency to W3C 
as well. For example, we didn’t need 
an external agency to design a logo or 
a website for W3Conf this year, I could 
do it myself and especially the logo 
got significant praise.
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Do you use any frameworks when 
you develop? If so, do you have any 
favorites?

Not really. I might occasionally use 
jQuery or LESS or some other framework 
or library, but I generally try to develop 
at the lowest level of abstraction I can 
comfortably work with. I like being 
able to fix issues that arise on my own, 
I like to know what code I’m running 
and I don’t like making the browser 
download and parse stuff it’s not 
going to use. I’m also paranoid about 
growing dependent on a framework 
that might become abandoned at 
some point. Being open source is no 
guarantee. Frameworks go in and 
out of fashion and any open source 
project’s community might shrink and 
eventually die, in the long term. It has 
happened many times in projects that 
were once popular. I also find that 
often, learning to use big, complex 
frameworks takes the same — if not 
more — time than writing the subset 
of functionality you need yourself (and 
learning from that!). I’ve learned most 
of the JS I know by writing a 5000-line 
JavaScript framework of my own (with 
a UI addon, akin to jQuery UI!) in 2009, 
that I never released.

I know my view is not very popular. 
The dev community is often more 
eager to learn about frameworks and 
libraries than the core technologies 
they are built with, but it works for 
me. If nobody ever tried to reinvent 
the wheel, our cars would still roll on 
wood. However, don’t get me wrong: I 

don’t think that using frameworks and 
libraries is bad. If it makes you more 
productive and you’re able to craft 
better web apps with them, go for it! 
However, I think a solid understanding 
of the underlying technology always 
helps to use them more efficiently. In 
other words, use frameworks because 
you don’t have the time, not because 
you lack the knowledge.

Much of your development has been 
focused on the client side which 
has made your sites lighter, more 
responsive and provide reliable 
data integrity. At what point in your 
career did you focus more on the 
client when developing? 

Strange as it may sound, I learned 
PHP before JavaScript. I even hated 
JavaScript when I first tried to learn 
more about it! However, I eventually 
fell in love with the snappiness of 
client-side apps that don’t require 
any waiting time to complete most 
actions, don’t strain the server and 
don’t exhaust your bandwidth. 

I used to work at a company I co-
founded in 2008, which created and 
managed a popular Greek community 
website (the one we started as a hobby 
in 2005 and I learned web dev on). It 
was based on a heavily customized 
vBulletin installation. As it grew more 
and more popular over the years, I 
got first-hand experience at the kind 
of crippling performance bottlenecks 
that can occur on the server-side and 
how difficult it is to solve them without 
throwing more money to the hosting 
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provider. On popular websites, the 
server is used by multiple concurrent 
users at any given time, so its resources 
need to be distributed among them. 
Client-side code only runs at one 
machine, for one user. This makes 
things much easier.

Are there cases when server-side 
coding is more appropriate? 

Some things are still simply not possible 
to do on the client-side. For example:

•	 Having centralized data storage that 
all users can write to and read from.

•	 Obscuring passwords and other 
private data in code. No matter how 
much you obfuscate, client-side code 
is still possible to reverse engineer.

•	 Reading HTTP headers and the body 
of the request which fetched the 
current page.

•	 Peer-to-peer connections (but that’s 
coming!).

•	 Client-side templating is possible, 
but has many drawbacks, even if 
HTML Templates get implemented 
(although they will certainly make it 
easier).

…and many other things. However, 
the limits of what we can do client-
side keep shrinking every year. For 
example, in the past we needed 
server-side code to read a file the user 
uploaded, now we can do it on the 
client side with FileReader, which was 
unthinkable a few years ago.
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Can you describe CSS prefix hell for 
us?

CSS prefixes were designed to help 
browsers experiment with draft 
standards or proprietary features 
without conflicting with their future 
mature counterparts. For example, 
WebKit could experiment all they 

wanted with border-radius, through 
-webkit-border-radius which had a 
different syntax from -moz-border-
radius. However, border-radius had 
to be the same everywhere and work 
predictably.

However, for a multitude of different 
reasons, often implementations are 
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very similar but are still hidden behind 
a prefix. So, developers end up writing 
the same declarations, over and over 
again, only changing the prefix every 
time. This is tedious, repetitive and 
difficult to maintain.

How does -prefix-free help to pull 
developers out of that hell?

-prefix-free tests which features the 
browser supports and which of those 
require a prefix. Then, it adds those 
prefixes to your code, only where they 
are required. Since it uses feature 
testing instead of a database that 
needs to be regularly updated, you 
can just drop it in and forget it, unless 
a feature changes dramatically on the 
way to dropping its prefixes (like CSS 
gradients did).

This way, you only write code that has 
a good chance of being future-proof, 
without having to duplicate your 
declarations, without making your 
users download duplicate CSS code 
and without having to stay up to date 
on which features need which prefixes.

Do you ever use prefixes? under 
what circumstances?

I explicitly use prefixes on two cases:

•	 To apply different CSS to a certain 
browser, either because its 
experimental implementation is 
different from others, or to work 
around a bug in that browser.

•	 On the rare cases where I might 
use a proprietary feature to 

progressively enhance a website 
on a certain browser. Proprietary 
features don’t make it to -prefix-free, 
except properties, since it gets the 
list of properties from the browser. 
However, I like any proprietary 
properties to be clearly marked, so I 
don’t take advantage of -prefix-free 
for that.

Can you tell us about Dabblet? How is 
it unique from other products in this 
field? How does it help developers? 

Dabblet is a front-end code playground 
which allows you to quickly prototype 
and test CSS, HTML and JS code. It’s 
unique because:

•	 It uses Github for authentication 
and Github gists for storage, so all 
your data is safe on Github, even if 
Dabblet disappears at some point. 
It also means that every dabblet 
you make corresponds to a tiny git 
repository, with all the sweetness 
that this brings (revisions, diffs etc).

•	 It includes “previewers” for CSS 
colors, gradients, images, easing 
values, durations, angles, lengths, 
etc., which allow you to preview these 
values in isolation, just by hovering 
or moving the caret there.
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•	 You can quickly increment/decrement 
values with keyboard shortcuts and 
observe the result immediately.

•	 It bundles -prefix-free and has it 
enabled by default, so it’s very easy 
to test cutting edge CSS quickly.

•	 Settings are saved on every dabblet 
created, so each can have a different 
pane layout, font size, etc.

•	 Embedded dabblets are fully 
editable.

•	 Very predictable keyboard shortcuts 
exist for almost anything you need 
to do.

what kind of response has it received 
from developers?

The response has been great, Dabblet 
gets about 2000 unique visitors daily 
and many developers use it as their 
go-to tool for rapid prototyping. Its 
innovative features influenced many 
similar tools that were made after 
its release. WebPlatform.org, W3C’s 
documentation effort, together with 
all the big players of the Web, is going 
to be using a customized version of 
Dabblet for “live” examples.

You have many other projects, can 
you tell us which ones you are most 
excited about and why?

I’m very excited about Prism, my 
syntax highlighting script which 
was born in Dabblet and eventually 
evolved as a separate open-source 
project. It’s currently used by the 
creator of JavaScript, Brendan Eich, 
on his own personal blog, the online 
magazine “A List Apart”, the online 

magazine “Smashing Magazine” 
and many others. Lots of folks have 
praised its looks, speed and standards 
compliance. Many have sent pull 
requests to add more features to it, 
some of which I still haven’t gotten a 
chance to review!

How much of a focus does the w3C 
place on accessibility these days? 

Quite a lot! There is an entire W3C 
Activity called “Web Accessibility 
Initiative” with many W3C staff 
members working full-time on it. It 
focuses on publishing documents and 
guidelines about making the Web 
more accessible. In addition, every 
W3C website needs to pass at least 
WCAG 2.0 AA (i.e., be at least decently 
accessible).

How much of a focus do you or other 
developers place on accessibility 
these days?

When I first started working at W3C, I 
already cared about accessibility, but I 
had the wrong impression for certain 
aspects of it. For instance, I thought 
that passing WCAG regarding color 
contrast meant you had to use black 
on white, or something very close 
to that. However, after calculating 
contrast ratios for many combinations, 
I realized it’s very reasonable. So, 
I made an app to calculate color 
contrast, to help other developers use 
accessible color combinations too. If 
you play with it, you will notice that in 
most cases, when the contrast is too 
low and doesn’t pass WCAG AA, it 
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really is hard to read! Same goes for 
most other accessibility guidelines, 
they’re usually reasonable and based 
on common sense. Accessibility is 
not the enemy of good design. Good 
design includes good usability, and 
making accessible websites usually 
helps everyone use them more easily.
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You give many talks all around the 
world and are known to always 
be able to present something new 
that the attendees had not known 
before. How much do you focus 
on incorporating new or unknown 
information each time?

Quite a lot, it’s one of my primary 

goals. I’m terrified at the prospect 
of people coming to one of my talks 
and learning absolutely nothing new. 
I always try to stimulate their minds, 
teach them something they’ve never 
thought of before, and ideally, when 
they least expect it. For instance, my 
next talk is titled ”The humble border-
radius” and is about, quite predictably, 
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border-radius. Sounds awfully simple 
and beginner-ish, right? border-
radius is one of those CSS properties 
that everyone thinks they know very 
well, but it’s actually like an iceberg: 
For every inch you see, there are ten 
inches of stuff you’re not aware of. It’s 
a big challenge, but one I think I can 
pull off well and surprise people with 
how much they don’t know about a 
property as common as this.

For those who have not been 
fortunate enough to attend one of 
your talks in person, which of your 
talks, or presentations, should we 
definitely check out?

You should check out my talk at 
Fronteers 2011, “10 CSS Secrets” and 
the sequel at W3Conf, “Another 10 
CSS Secrets”. They’re pretty typical 
talks of the kind I like to give.

what surprises people most about 
you when they attend one of your 
talks?

Frankly, most are usually surprised 
that they learned new things! Apart 
from that, I’ve heard many people 
being surprised by my accent: They 
can never place it on a map! It’s not 
Greek or English or American, but it’s 
not anything else either. My colleague 
Doug, called it “Pan-European” and 
I think that’s more accurate than any 
other description. I always have a lot 
of fun trying to get people to guess 
where I’m from, if they don’t already 
know it. Almost as funny as people 
trying to guess my age :)

where in the world will you call 
home next?

I’m really not sure. I was planning to 
move to London in mid-January, had 
booked flights and everything, but my 
mother died on January 4th so all my 
plans are now up in the air, as I need 
to spend some more time in Greece 
to sort things out. I’m still going to 
move to England or somewhere in 
the US eventually, perhaps by the end 
of 2013. Still trying to decide where. 
England is more charming, has more 
character and good design, but the 
US is a hotbed for progressive web 
technology and most US states have 
better weather than England. Quite a 
conundrum if you ask me!
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